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ABSTRACT
MEASUREMENT OF PROPAGATION LOSS IN TREES AT SHF FREQUENCIES
by
ADESOYE SIKIRU ADEGOKE
Measurements on single trees, group of trees and lines of trees have been undertaken at
microwave frequencies (3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz) in order to investigate the influence
of trees on radio waves. Several factors that are thought to be influencing excess loss
estimation in trees were considered, among which are canopy thickness, leaf density,
operating frequency, states of foliation and antenna geometry. Efforts were made to carry
out repeat experiments at different periods of the year (autumn, winter, spring and
summer) in order to include seasonal effects of trees on radio waves in the investigation.
Results show that attenuation as high as 30 dB in excess of free space were recorded across
single isolated trees. For the woodland (group of trees) experiment, an overall increase in
excess attenuation was noticed with increase in depth of vegetation. The trend shows
variation from path to path. Antenna position relative the trees, path geometry and leaf
density are all contributing factors that determine excess loss estimation in a typical
woodland.
Three standard empirical loss prediction models; the FITU-R, MED and COST 235 have
been used to evaluate the measurement data. Generally, the FITU-R model, which is a
derivative of ITU-R model gave a better fit to the experimental data. The MED and COST
235 repeatedly under-estimated and over-estimated the measured losses respectively.
However, these two models (MED and COST 235) occasionally showed good fit when
antenna positions relative to the trees are at trunk and canopy levels respectively.
Findings in this study bear direct relevance to radio wave propagation in trees and will
provide an impetus for accurate design of link budget by radio systems planners.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The natural occurrence of trees along radio path in outdoor propagation is inevitable
especially in rural and semi-urban areas. Their presence either as a single tree or group of
trees has significant effects on radio waves especially at microwave frequency. In addition,
trees may also grow over time in an area initially free of obstruction thereby leading to
shadowing effect. So, understanding the features of the physical environments in which
radio waves propagate is critical to proper modelling of a reliable communication channel.
Trees may block the line of sight (LOS) path, and also scatter the radiated wave, forcing it
to follow different paths (multipath) to the receiver. Basically, waves may be diffracted,
reflected and scattered along the propagation path, a situation that may degrade signal
quality and reduce link distance. Also, due to absorption and depolarisation, the radiated
wave may be attenuated as it propagates through trees to the receive antenna. The amount
of attenuation is determined by the density of the tree elements (e.g leaves, branches, and
twigs). Also, the attenuation is dependent on the frequency, depth of penetration into the
tree, path geometry and leaf state (either wet, dry, full-leaf or no-leaf). Propagating signals
in trees may suffer attenuation in the range of 10s of decibels (dB) especially at microwave
frequencies where the dimension of tree elements are of the order of the signal wavelength.
Also in the presence of wind, tree elements e.g. leaves, twigs and branches are prone to a
forced movement that can affect the quality of received signal. The swaying of these
randomly orientated leaves, twigs and branches introduces temporal variation in the
received signal (Tharek et al. 1992, Hashim et al. 2003). The received signal will show
time varying phase changes due to periodic changes in path length and will result in
fading. Over the years, several attempts had been made by researchers to characterise radio
waves propagation in trees. This has led to the development of series of prediction models
for different propagation scenarios. Getting a generic propagation model that accurately
predicts well in all scenarios is relatively difficult to achieve due to the inexhaustible
complex parameters of trees (e.g. leaf size, leaf shape, leaf orientation, twigs and branches
orientations). A basic framework for radio characterisation in vegetation and prediction
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models

is

contained

in

the

International

Telecommunication

Union

(ITU-R)

Recommendations P.833-8.
The overall objective of this research work is to investigate the influence of trees on
radiowaves at microwave frequencies (3.2 - 3.9 GHz and 4.9 – 5.9 GHz) and to determine
the dependence of propagation loss on trees. Most of the available research findings in this
subject area have been limited to only few parameters of trees e.g depth (df) and operating
frequency (f) (Weissberger 1982, Seville et al. 1995, COST 235 1996 and Al-Nuaimi et al.
1998). The effects of other components of trees (leaves, twigs and trunk) on signal
attenuation are yet to be investigated. Also, current prediction models have been
formulated using limited available experimental data which may affect their universal
applicability. This has left a research gap which must be filled in order to get a more
comprehensive prediction model. One of the ways to achieve this is to consider the effects
of individual elements of trees. Also, more experimental data can be generated using
different operational contexts and different trees which have not been previously
investigated. Measured data from these experiments can then be used to evaluate current
prediction models and to propose a loss prediction model which will be generic in
application.
It is our belief that this research work will have its direct application in the military for
tactical communication. Also, it is applicable in wireless sensor network which is useful in
the agricultural environment to measure biophysical changes in plants, in search and rescue
operation, remote sensing and general application in communication where trees form part
of the transmission channel.
1.1

RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Efforts in the past by researchers to estimate propagation loss in trees have only yielded
limited results. This has led to research gap which culminated into the present work. For
instance, there is no loss prediction model for single isolated trees. This research work has
attempted to investigate this on six (6) different isolated trees and has come up with a
prediction model suitable for estimating losses in single isolated trees. Also, leaf density on
tree canopy is seen to be an interesting factor that can be used to determine excess loss in
2

trees. An experimental investigation was conducted to verify it and a linear relationship
between leaf density and corresponding excess loss was established. In addition, a method
for estimating the density of these leaves on tree canopy (Leaf Count Method) was
introduced.
Also, two propagation geometries (propagation „into‟ and „inside‟) have consistently been
adopted by researchers in the field for measuring excess loss in woodlands and forests. But
available results in the literature have been yielding single loss prediction model for the
two geometries. This research work has investigated this further in a short-depth woodland
using the two propagation geometries. Our findings have revealed that same propagation
characteristics exist for the two propagation scenarios. However, variation in excess loss
values up to certain points within the woodland was seen. A separate loss prediction model
was therefore developed for each propagation scenario.
1.2

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

This thesis is arranged in six chapters. The first chapter gives the background study of
wave propagation in trees. Several factors that determine the amount of propagation loss in
trees were mentioned here. Chapter two presents a review of relevant past research works.
This was made to include empirical, semi-empirical and analytical approaches. From this
review, areas of research gap were identified and our research focus was stated. Logical
conclusions were made and the method adopted in carrying out this research work was
stated and justified. In chapter three, experimental design and measurement details were
presented. This covers the 3-year measurement campaign on single trees, lines of trees and
woodland all within the selected frequency bands (3.2 – 3.9 GHz) and (4.9 – 5.9 GHz). It
also entails description of the equipment used and their calibration, description of
measurement sites and trees. The procedure used in identifying the line of sight was also
described in this chapter. This ensures that both transmit and receive antenna are well
aligned before data logging for better accuracy. Chapter four presents the results of
measurements on single isolated trees in Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter. This was
made to include both natural and control trees of different species. A method of estimating
foliage density (Leaf Count Method) was discussed in this chapter which is quite useful in
determining the degree of radiation interception by tree canopy. From this, an obscuration
3

factor was introduced which shows the possibility of using visual information to estimate
propagation loss in single trees. At the end of analysis, a loss prediction model was
proposed for single isolated trees that incorporates obscuration factor into its formulation.
The analysis of experimental data on investigations conducted on group of trees (woodland
and lines of trees) was presented in chapter five. Measurement data were separated and
analysed based on two propagation geometries; „propagation into‟ and „propagation
inside‟. These data have been used to evaluate current standard empirical models e.g
FITU-R, MED and COST 235. The degrees of relative fit of each of the models have been
presented using rms error values. This culminated into formulation of loss prediction
model for each geometry. Finally, chapter six focuses on the overall conclusion and
discussion of results. Areas of further improvements have been suggested while
recommendations for future works are also suggested.

4

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, researchers in radio systems engineering have made concerted efforts to
study the characteristics of waves propagated in vegetation for the purpose of efficient
network planning. These studies have led to the formulation of different propagation
prediction models which have been summarised in this thesis and under three (3) different
categories.
i.

Empirical models

ii.

Semi-empirical models

iii.

Analytical models

Some of these models are discussed in the current chapter. More emphasis has been placed
on empirical models since the approach adopted in this work is fully experimental
2.1

EMPIRICAL MODELS

Dated back to the 1960s and 1970s, an empirical model known as the exponential decay
(EXD) model was generally in use to predict excess propagation loss in vegetation and is
given by Lagrone (1960) as:

Where

is the propagation loss in decibels, f is the frequency in GHz and

is the

vegetation depth in metres. This model is applicable in frequency range of 100 MHz to
3200 MHz. Other authors (Krevsky, 1963; Rice, 1971; CCIR, 1978) came up with the
same form of EXD model but with slight adjustment to the constant and exponent values in
Equation 2.1. This model could not stand the test of time as certain inaccuracies were
associated with its predictions. For example, validation of this model using results from
measured data at a distance of 15 m or more is seen to show reduction in the predicted
5

value of attenuation per distance (dB/m). At this point, the EXD model is seen to
overestimate the propagation loss. In order to mitigate the shortcomings associated with
the EXD model, Weissberger (1982) through results from experimental investigations
proposed a modified version called modified exponential decay (MED) model, which
incorporates thickness of the foliage into its formulation and is given as

L is the propagation loss in decibels,

is the frequency in GHz and

is the vegetation

depth in metres. The MED model is suitable for the prediction of propagation loss due to
vegetation when propagation is through groves of trees and covers a maximum depth of
400 m (Meng et al. 2009). Unlike the EXD, its frequency range is between 230 MHz and
95 GHz. The model was developed using experimental data obtained from several forest
sites in the U.S.A. A comparison was made between this model and the EXD using
independent data from eight sets of measurements and the EXD was found to give higher
prediction errors in all cases. The parametric equation describing MED shows a break
point at 14 m into the vegetation. The reason for this is that at about 14 m into the forest,
the incoherent (diffuse) component takes prominence over the direct component due to
scattering and this gives a reduced attenuation rate. A generic form of this relation is

Where

,

measurements.

and

are variables in which their values can be obtained through
and

are two parameters that indicate the frequency and distance

dependences of vegetation-induced excess loss in the parametric equation. Following this
trend, the CCIR (latterly ITU-R) in 1986 developed a model for foliage attenuation using
the MED general format and is given as

Where

is in MHz and

is in metres.

6

This model is suitable for loss prediction when the depth of vegetation is less than 400 m
and in the range of frequencies between 200 MHz to 95 GHz. In a bid to get a more
generic model, researchers (Al-Nuaimi et al. 1994; Stephens et al. 1995; Seville et al.
1995; Schwering et al. 1988) under the auspices of European Co-operation in Science and
Technology (COST), developed another model called COST 235 in 1996. This model was
developed using measurements conducted on sycamore, horse chestnut, pecan, apple and
lime trees covering a range of frequencies between 9.6 GHz and 57.6 GHz. Measured data
were used to evaluate the parameters in Equation 2.5 which resulted in a standard deviation
of 26.6 dB and 22.1 dB respectively for both in-leaf and out-of-leaf states. Using a least
square fit, an improvement to this model was suggested and given as

The model shows a slow and inverse dependence of the attenuation on the frequency. This
is inconsistent with behaviour of radio waves where propagation loss is expected to
increase with increasing frequency (Rogers et al. 2002). This may affect the universal
application of the model. Al-Nuaimi et al. (1998) performed an optimisation on the three
numerical values of the ITU-R model using measured data at 11.2 GHz and 20.0 GHz. The
result produced an enhanced model called the fitted ITU-R (FITU-R) model and it predicts
for both in-leaf and out-of-leaf case. The FITU-R model is recommended for use in the
frequency range of 10-40 GHz and is given as

7
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Figure 2.1 Plot comparing in-leaf and out-of-leaf prediction loss for FITU-R model at 5.4 GHz

Figure 2.1 shows a plot of excess loss versus vegetation depth for both in-leaf and out-ofleaf case at a frequency of 5.4 GHz using FITU-R model. From the plot, an approximate
loss difference of 12 dB is observed between propagation in in-leaf and out-of-leaf case.
The in-leaf case experiences more losses due to the presence of more absorbing and
scattering elements (Al-Nuaimi et al. 1998). Also, at shorter depth (between 2-20 m), the
in-leaf suffers high attenuation and this is due to total blockage of line of sight by the
foliage at this range while out-of-leaf records lower loss since the line of sight is not
completely obstructed.
A highly relevant paper by Seville et al. (1995) reported an experimental investigation
carried out on a copse of sycamore and lime trees covering a depth of 46 m at 38 GHz. The
measurements were made using vertically polarised antennas of different heights
corresponding to trunk level, canopy level and tree top level. Results show different values
8

of attenuation relative to measurement geometry with the trunk level having the least
value. Also, a changing gradient was observed which may be due to two different
propagation mechanisms in the medium. Measured data were compared with the ITU-R
model (Equation 2.5) which gave a poor agreement. A new loss prediction model was
proposed by Seville et al. (1995) and is given as

The measured data appeared to show zero gradient at greater depths thereby leading to an
asymptotic maximum attenuation value. To this end, the data were further evaluated using
the Maximum Attenuation (MA) model (ITU-R 2001) given by
(2.11)
is the path length within the woodland in metres,
vegetative path in (dB/m) and

is the specific attenuation for short

is the maximum attenuation in dB. This gave a much

better fit to the measured data. Savage et al. (2003) demonstrated that operating frequency,
measurement geometry (antenna height, separation and orientation), vegetation density,
vegetation depth and leaf state are the key essential factors that determine the extent of
propagation loss in vegetation. This conclusion was supported by measurements conducted
on seven different types of trees both in-leaf and out-of-leaf at 1.2 GHz, 2.0 GHz and
11.6 GHz and with different geometries. The investigation was carried out on lines of trees
and in forest. Measurements were used to evaluate three empirical prediction models,
MED, Non Zero Gradient (NZG) (see Section 2.2) and MA models. Among all these
models, MED gave the highest prediction accuracy which according to the authors, is
consistent in predicting attenuation for a wide range of scenarios. NZG gave a better fit at
1.3 GHz while MA gave the worst fit to all the data. One interesting finding in this work is
that on a site by site basis, different numerical values were obtained for the fitted
parameters for each prediction model. So, a parametric equation obtained from one site
may not adequately predict well in another site due to differences in site geometry. The
most logical way of improving on this is to obtain the fitted parameters from combined
data from different sites. This would to some extent, average out any site dependent
variation and make the model more generic. The dependence of signal attenuation on
9

frequency was also verified as a high frequency signal (11.6 GHz) recorded higher loss
values than 1.3 and 2.0 GHz for the same link distance. Also noted is the effect of wind
which influences delay spread. This, according to the authors is reported to have a
noticeable impact on communication system if the receiver is located very close to the
vegetation. In a similar manner, the geometry dependence of vegetation attenuation was
corroborated in Ndzi et al. (2012) where investigations were carried out in a forest grown
with mango and oil palm plantation in the frequency range of 400 MHz to 7.2 GHz for a
wireless sensor network (WSN) application. Measurements were obtained from different
geometries and their results show that within the same plantation but on different paths,
different attenuation values were recorded. This is expected since in a practical sense,
vegetation is a non-homogeneous medium. When measurements were taken along a line of
trees, higher losses were recorded due to shadowing and particularly high obscuration and
absorption. Upon changing the geometry to in-between rows of trees, lesser attenuation
was recorded since LOS was present. Also, higher attenuation was measured at canopy
level than at trunk level. When fitting the results with prediction models, no particular line
of order could be drawn as the models fit differently to the data based on geometry. But
generally, NZG performed better.
Ndzi et al. (2012) therefore suggested that for a WSN application in vegetation, the nodes
should be placed at trunk height or above canopy level for optimum signal coverage. The
authors (Ndzi et al. 2012) concluded by suggesting different prediction models for use in
WSN planning based on the geometry involved. But as pointed out previously in this
chapter, a remedy to geometrical dependence on propagation loss (in our own idea) is to
have a large pool of database from experimental investigations through which by
parameter optimisation, a more generic model could be realised. The shadowing effect due
to signal obscuration is also well investigated in this research work and characterised using
numerical representation for ease of use.
All of the models presented so far are valid for relatively short link in the range of 400 m
where propagation mechanisms are dominantly by diffraction, reflection, scattering and
absorption. In the range of link distance of about 1 km or more, a new propagation
mechanism called lateral wave may take prominence as reported in Meng et al. (2009).
10

The lateral wave is a diffracted field component that travels mostly in the lossless air
region by skimming over the tree tops which is later intercepted by the receiving antenna.
The authors carried out an extensive study on near ground path loss modelling at VHF and
UHF bands in the forested environment in Singapore covering a distance of over 1 km.
Meng et al. (2009) observed that at short forest depth (< 400 m), MED, ITU-R and FITU-R
models are all in agreement with measured data. But at a depth of over 400 m, all the
predicted models over-estimated the losses significantly by up to 40 dB. This is
attributable to the presence of lateral wave at such distance. The lateral wave mechanism
can enhance radio wave propagation over a large foliage depth and reduces the path loss
considerably. A new prediction model was formulated, called the lateral ITU-R model,
which takes into account the lateral wave effects and is given as

Where

and

are as defined in Equation 2.5. P.E is the plane earth model and is given as

Where

is the distance between transmit and receive antennas in metres.

and

are

the transmit and receive antenna heights respectively in metres.
The proposed LITU-R model (Meng et al. 2009) is found to give a good prediction of
foliage loss over a large forest depth (up to 5 km) at VHF band for near ground (2.15 m
antenna height) forested radio wave propagation. A comparison of non-lateral models is
presented in Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1 shows the fitted values for x, y and z for each model.
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Figure 2.2 (a) Excess loss against vegetation depth at 5.4GHz. (b) Excess loss against frequency at
50 m depth
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Model

x

y

z

MED (≥14m)

1.33

0.284

0.588

MED (<14m)

0.45

0.284

1.0

Early ITU-R

0.2

0.3

0.6

FITU-R

0.39

0.39

0.25

COST 235

15.6

-0.009

0.26

Seville

0.37

0.3

0.38

Table 2.1 Fitted values for x, y and z for each model in ‘in-leaf’ state

In Figure 2.2a, all the models show an increase in excess loss as the vegetation depth
increases. A turning point in rate of attenuation is seen at 14 m depth for MED model
while other models show a slow change in gradient. This turning point and change in
gradient is due to the different propagation mechanisms encountered by wave as it
traverses the vegetation. A variation in the predicted loss at a given

and

is seen across

all the models and this is due to differences in operational context upon which each model
is formulated. A possible way of overcoming this is to generate a model using data from
several measurements so as to average out likely variations. In Figure 2.2b, the plot reveals
the dependence of excess loss on frequency. All the models show positive gradient except
COST 235.
2.2

SEMI - EMPIRICAL MODELS

Owing to the shortcomings of empirical models, researchers at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) developed a Non-Zero Gradient (NZG) model (Seville et al. 1995)
which is semi-empirical in form and considers the effect of geometry in its formulation.
The model postulated dual slope attenuation as a function of distance. For this dual slope,
the initial slope describes loss due to coherent (direct) component while the second slope
describes the loss due to scattering (by vegetation elements) and which occurs at a much
reduced rate. The NZG has the form
13

(2.14)
Where

and

are the initial and final specific attenuation values in dB/m and K is the

final attenuation offset. This model was optimised with respect to all of the in-leaf and outof-leaf measurement data obtained at 11.2 GHz and 20.0 GHz. Values for the parameters
,

and K are given in Table 2.2
Parameter

In-leaf

Out-of-leaf

(dB/m)

19.82

6.25

(dB/m)

0.33

0.24

37.87

6.45

K(dB)
Table 2.2 Values for

,

and K (data from Seville et al. 1995)

The NZG model has a little drawback in that its applicability is limited to only 11.2 GHz
and 20.0 GHz operating frequencies. This NZG was followed by another model called
“Dual Gradient” (DG) model developed at RAL by the same author, Seville (1997). Dual
gradient refers to a linear increase in attenuation with distance added to an exponential
increase in attenuation with distance through the vegetation depth. This model differs from
all other models in that it takes into account the measurement geometry by considering the
level of vegetation illumination. The model is given as
(2.15)
Where f is the signal frequency in GHz,

is the illumination width and a, b, c, k, Ro and

R∞ are constants given in Table 2.3. This parametric equation has some shortcomings and
inaccuracies in its formulation, in particular the inverse relationship between attenuation
and frequency implies a decrease in attenuation as frequency increases. This appears to
contradict the behaviour of signals propagated through vegetation where the rate of
attenuation increases as distance is increased (Rogers et al. 2002).
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Constant parameter

In-Leaf

Out-of-Leaf

a

0.7

0.64

b

0.81

0.43

c

0.37

0.97

K (dB)

68.8

114.7

(dB/m)

16.7

6.59

(dB/m)

8.77

3.89

Table 2.3 Values for constant parameters in DG model (from Seville 1997)

2.3

ANALYTICAL MODELS

An analytical model offers an insight into the physical processes involved in the
propagation of radiowaves through trees and involves the use of numerical methods in its
formulation. The numerical evaluation may be intractable and may depend on input
variables that can only be obtained from experimental data. Tamir (1967) investigated the
behaviour of radio waves in the forest environment at medium frequency (MF) and high
frequency (HF) involving both transmitter and receiver located within the forest. Due to
this geometry and the operating frequencies, ground reflection effect is neglected while the
main propagation mode is by lateral waves and sky (ionospheric) waves. The sky wave
which is frequency bound, occurs at frequencies less than 10 MHz is generated by a single
hop reflection from the ionosphere. The lateral wave is present at all frequencies and
travels in the lossless air region by skimming over the tree top contours and is intercepted
by the receiving antenna. In his analysis, he represented the forest using a dielectric slab
with an average tree height of h (m) and the transmitter located inside having a height of
ZO(m) above ground. The slab geometry is represented in Figure 2.3 and the wave
propagation pattern is as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3 Basic slab geometry (from Tamir, 1967)
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Figure 2.4 wave propagation mode in forest (from Tamir, 1967)
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The forest is assumed to have a refractive index n given as

is the average relative permittivity with an assigned value of 1.01-1.5,
permittivity in free space and
10-3 and 10-5 Siemens (S).

is the

is the average conductivity with values ranging between
is the absolute permittivity while

is the signal wavelength

in air. The trajectories for lateral and sky waves as appeared in Figure 2.4 are (ABCD) and
(APD) respectively. The electric fields for both waves at observation points are given as

and

are field strengths for sky and lateral waves respectively and are expressed in

terms of cylindrical coordinate system (
wave and

.

and

are the inclination angles of the

is the inclination angle of the dipole antenna with respect to the -axis. Plots

were generated from theoretical predictions which revealed high signal loss as frequency
progresses towards maximum (100 MHz). Also, the predicted loss did not show
exponential decay pattern and reason for this is that most often, the radiated wave travels
through lossless air region.
A similar attempt was made by Li et al. (2002) to model propagation of radio waves in
forests using analytical method but with little modification. The authors considered forest
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to be a horizontally stratified inhomogeneous medium with canopy, trunk, ground and
over-canopy air region. Initially, the forest was modelled as a single slab bounded by
ground below and over-canopy air region [Dence et al. 1969; Cavalcante et al. 1983]. But
Tamir (1977) claimed that this assumption is said to hold for frequencies 2-200 MHz. So
above 200 MHz, a four-layered medium is used to model forest. In 1983, Cavalcante et al.
considered the vertical non-homogeneities of forest and proposed four-layered model to
characterise forests. In this model, the trunk and canopy layers were considered lossy and
isotropic. But Lang et al. (1982, 1985) reported that the isotropic representation of forest is
inaccurate at frequencies above 200 MHz since trees cannot be regarded as a homogeneous
medium at such frequencies (i.e above 200 MHz). This assumption is more accurate and
realistic because looking at the vertical profile of trees, a clear distinction between trunk
and canopy is visible which implies its inhomogeneous nature. This concept models tree
trunk and canopy as electrically anisotropic slabs. While the ground and over-canopy
region are taken as electrically isotropic. The basic propagation mode is considered to be
by direct wave, multiple reflected and lateral waves. A formulation of dyadic Green‟s
function was used to analyse the model. The model was considered for a case where the
transmit antenna is located outside the forest and above the vegetation level while receiver
is either inside or outside the forest.
In Lang‟s work, numerical estimation of propagation loss in forests is evaluated and
expressed as

Where

is the free space loss and is given as

Eo is the electric field in the absence of forest (air half-space) and Etotal is the total electric
field strength tracked by the receiver. Their result (simulated) shows an increasing trend in
propagation loss with frequency and penetration depth. This is in agreement with empirical
prediction models.
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A wave theory approach called fractal-based coherent scattering model (FCSM) (Wang,
2006), was developed at the University of Michigan Radiation Laboratory. In realising this
model, a computer generated forest was simulated made up of realistic trees described by
fractal geometry. A distorted Born approximation method (DBA) (Chauhan et al. 1991), in
conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation were used to analyse the wave propagation and
scattering in the generated forest. According to the author, DBA is known to provide better
solution for modelling wave propagation in forests. The model (FCSM) was proven to be
reliable in that it is able to predict losses which encompass both coherent (direct) and
incoherent (scattered) components. As such, a dual slope pattern is predicted which is in
agreement with results from experimental investigations. But some limitations were
noticed in its overall application. The model is basically applicable to a single scattering
scenario. As such, in a densely populated forest which involves long propagation depth,
the model is known to suffer performance hit. This challenge is however overcome by
another model proposed by the same author called statistical wave propagation model
(SWAP). The SWAP considers forest to be isotropic along the direction of propagation
and the large separation distance is divided into various statistically similar blocks of finite
dimensions. Also, the FCSM is considered to be too complicated for easy application by
wireless system designers.
Another analytical approach is the one that uses radiative energy transfer (RET) technique
to model radio propagation through vegetation. The RET theory is known to provide a
framework for physical interpretation of the propagation modes in a homogeneous media
(Rafael et al. 2002). Rogers et al. (2002) carried out a study in the UK on the effects of
millimetre wavelength radiowaves propagating through vegetation. In their work, RET was
used to model the direct component of the propagating wave which by definition, is due to
only scattering and absorption. Their report, which was adopted by the ITU R P.833-7
predicted the overall vegetation loss as a sum of three possible individual propagation
modes i.e top and side diffraction, ground reflection and direct (through vegetation).
In the formulation of RET, vegetation is modelled as a statistically homogeneous medium
with discrete lossy scatterers, characterised by absorption cross section per unit volume
(

), scatter cross section per unit volume ( ) and the scatter directional profile ( , ) (Al19

Nuaimi et al. 1994; Fernandes et al. 2005). Consider a plane wave with intensity (

) as

in (2.25) from an air half space, incident on a homogeneous random scatterer dS and in the
direction S' as shown in Figure 2.5. From the theory of radiative transfer, the energy of the
radiated wave will decay progressively as it passes through the medium due to absorption
and scattering.
ds

dw

S

dw'

S'

Figure 2.5 Scattering from homogeneous random scatterer

The scattered field will have a directional profile which is determined by the scatterer‟s
orientation. As the wave traverses the medium, the specific intensity at a given point will
split into two parts as in (2.26)

is the reduced intensity due to coherent component in which the magnitude decreases
exponentially with distance because of absorption and scattering.

is the diffused

intensity which is due to the incoherent component. This ( ) will further decompose into
two parts as in (2.27)
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Where

defines the forward lobe of the scatter function and

represent the isotropic

background. The scatter function is of the form

is the ratio of the forward scattered power to the total power and

is the beamwidth of

the forward lobe. Hence,

According to Rafael et al. (2002), this scattered pattern is assumed to consist of a narrowGaussian forward lobe

superimposed over the isotropic background given by

The function is azimuthally symmetric with respect to the forward scattering
direction. The parametric expression for the model is given as

Each of the component terms is as defined in ITU-R P.833-7. In order to implement this
function, four input parameters are needed to be determined experimentally. These are


– Ratio of the forward scattered power to the total power.



– Beamwidth of the phase function.



– Extinction coefficient.

 W – Albedo
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This (RET) method seems to give a more accurate prediction of propagation loss in
vegetation since it considers the propagation mechanisms (Rogers et al. 2002). But in its
formulation, trees have been modelled as a statistically homogeneous medium. This
however does not properly represent the true description of trees. Looking at the vertical
profile of trees, a stratification along this profile exists which makes it more
inhomogeneous.
2.4

CONCLUSION

It is evident from this review that radio waves obstructed by vegetation suffer some losses
in excess of free space. These losses are frequency and vegetation depth dependent. Other
factors are tree type, whether trees are in leaf or out-of-leaf, dry or wet, static or dynamic
etc. Accurate modelling of this excess loss is highly desirable for wireless operators to
serve as a useful tool in RF planning which will guarantee good quality of service (QoS),
cell coverage optimisation and link availability in point-to-point communication.
A number of empirical, semi-empirical and analytical models have been developed over
the years to estimate the propagation loss in vegetation. Some drawbacks have been
identified with these models: The empirical models are limited to specific measurements
and fail to give any indication of physical processes involved in the propagation while
semi-empirical models do not include dynamic effects of the channel in its formulation.
For example, the DG model has a parametric equation in which vegetation loss is said to
reduce with increasing frequency, negating the behaviour of wave propagation in
vegetation which is to be increasing in loss as frequency increases; analytical models have
been proven (Rogers et al. 2002) to give more accurate predictions, but their formulation
and validation often depend on experimental investigations e.g RET model. This indicates
that for the development of any reliable vegetation loss prediction model, experimental
investigation is inevitable. Also, current analytical models have assumed homogeneity of
trees which is in sharp contrast to the exact nature of trees.
2.5

RESEARCH GAP

Apart from the general shortcomings associated with the existing models as discussed
above, the following research gaps and areas of improvements have been identified:
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 All research findings in the available literature are short of prediction models for a
case of isolated single trees, but trees, either singly or in groups have been
identified as major causes of signal attenuation in outdoor environment.
 Density of foliage (among other tree components) has been identified as a
contributing factor to excess vegetation loss, but the available literature has not
characterised and quantified this.
 Assessment of trees using optical visibility may give useful information about the
proportion of radiated waves likely to be intercepted and its corresponding excess
loss. This is a new line of thought that we have fashioned out from the literature
and is yet to be explored by researchers in the field. It is opined that when fully
investigated and validated, it can bring about improvements in the way vegetation
losses are estimated.
 Two different geometries, „into‟ and „inside‟ (see Section 3.7) have been
consistently used by researchers for forest experimentations. As a result, single
prediction models have always evolved to predict losses for the two cases. Due to
the differences in operational contexts in the experimentations, propagation
mechanisms may differ and as well as the resulting excess losses. This needs
further investigation.

2.6

RESEARCH FOCUS

The scope of this research has been drawn to address the areas of research gaps listed
above. An outline of the research focus is as listed below: Determination of excess attenuation (in single trees) due to only leaves on tree
canopies and establishment of a relationship between leaf density and foliage
attenuation.
 Characterisation and quantitative estimation of propagation loss in single trees
using the concept of radiation interception. This (radiation interception) refers to
the proportion of the radio signal that is intercepted by tree elements and is
reflected in the amount of propagation loss recorded.
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 Development of a loss prediction model for single trees using concept of signal
obscuration and amount of optical visibility through the canopy. The overall idea is
to be able to estimate propagation loss in single trees using visual information.
 Investigation of the depth and path geometry dependences of propagation loss in
trees.
 Examination of the re-radiated (scattered) signal at certain depth within the
woodland and to observe the phase function pattern.
 Investigation of the propagation characteristics of radio waves in woodland at two
different geometries („inside woodland‟ and „into woodland‟ geometries) and
development of loss prediction models (for each scenario) from the experimental
data.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT DETAILS
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the experimental configurations that were used to obtain the
measurement data analysed in this thesis. Outdoor measurement campaigns were carried
out between 2011 and 2013 on single trees, lines of trees and group of trees (woodland).
Three different sites were chosen for the experiments which are the University of Leicester
campus, the Victoria Park and Bruntingthorpe proving ground. The sites were chosen
based on criteria such as the availability of matured trees, site accessibility, terrain
features, tree types and geometry. It was also ensured that the sites are free from any
nearby interfering objects (e.g. moving vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians). During the
experimental period, the trees experienced defoliation and re-foliation in winter and
summer respectively which are well represented in the results.
3.2

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

The basic block of experimental setup is as shown in Figure 3.1.
Transmit Antenna

12V D.C
Source

240V A.C
Inverter

Receive Antenna

Spectrum
Analyser

CW signal
generator

Transmitter section

240V A.C
Inverter

Receiver section
Figure 3.1 Block diagram of experimental setup

3.2.1

TRANSMITTER SECTION

The transmitter section consists of an Anritsu signal generator MG3692B with an
operating frequency from 2 GHz to 20 GHz. It can generate a continuous wave RF signal
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12V D.C
Source

up to a maximum power of +30dBm (1watt). The signal generator was configured to a
„step sweep‟ mode so as to sweep across the selected frequency band with a dwell time of
70 seconds on each frequency and a step size of 50 MHz. An auto trigger option was
enabled to guarantee automatic transition of frequency across the band. A Westflex WF103
low loss 50 Ω coaxial cable was used to connect the transmit antenna to the signal
generator. The antenna is directional and was usually mounted on an extensible telescopic
mast. Table 3.1 and Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the antenna specification and radiation
pattern respectively. This mast has a maximum height of 12 m and is supported by a tripod
stand to guarantee stability during use, and can withstand moderate wind force when
extended up to 4 m height. However, the arrangement becomes unstable when extended to
maximum height. A mobile source of power was used to drive the equipment. This is taken
from 230 V ac source generated from a combination of two 12 V DC batteries connected
in parallel and a 1000 W pure sine wave inverter. At the Bruntingthorpe site where mains
electricity supply is available, this was used to power the transmitter. Also, the transmitter
section shown in Figure 3.1 was housed in a mobile trolley for easy mobility and
protection against moisture. A tarpaulin cover was also provided to shield the equipment
and trolley from water during rainy days.
5.4 GHz

3.5 GHz

Antenna type

Panel

Panel

Freq. range

4.9 – 5.9 GHz

3.2 – 3.9 GHz

Gain

23 dBi

18 dBi

Max. power

10 watts

10 watts

Polarisation

Linear

Linear

Beamwidth Horizontal

16°

20°

Beamwidth Vertical

16°

17°

Impedance

50 Ω

50 Ω

Table 3.1 Antenna specifications
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Figure 3.2a. Antenna radiation pattern for 3.5 GHz E-plane
(from http://www.wimo.com/wimax-antennas_e.html)
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Figure 3.2b. Antenna radiation pattern for 3.5 GHz H-plane
(from http://www.wimo.com/wimax-antennas_e.html)
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Figure 3.3a. Antenna radiation pattern for 5.8 GHz E-plane
(from http://www.wimo.de/wifi-5ghz-antennas _e.html)
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Figure 3.3b. Antenna radiation pattern for 5.8 GHz H-plane
(from http://www.wimo.de/wifi-5ghz-antennas _e.html)

3.2.2

RECEIVER SECTION

The receiver is made up of the Agilent E4440A PSA series spectrum analyzer with
working frequency range of 3.0 Hz – 26.5 GHz. The equipment has a RF input impedance
of 50 Ω and a maximum power of +30 dBm. During measurements, the analyzer was set to
a span of 50 MHz. As the signal is being sent by the transmitter, the receiver has a function
(„Tracking Signal Key‟) which enables it to track the incoming signal. This key was
normally set to „ON‟ mode and the RSS in dBm with the corresponding transmitted
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frequency would be tracked and displayed onto the screen. Synchronization between
transmitter and receiver is normally done by the equipment as follows. In order to get a
more stable display, the „peak hold‟ key is pressed and the data (RSS) could be recorded
while the signal is being held by the analyzer for a dwell time of 70 seconds.

For

frequency selection that sweeps across selected band, the receiver‟s display automatically
changes in accordance with the transmitted signals‟ frequency values. Directional antennas
with high gains have been used in both transmitter and receiver which are identical. This is
to ensure maximum power transmission in the required direction by the main lobe. Typical
screen shot (trace) of the spectrum analyzer at 5.5 GHz is as shown in Figure 3.4. In all of
our experimentation, the screen‟s resolution was always set to a span of 50 MHz. As
shown in Figure 3.4, the noise floor level is a bit high and could be reduced by increasing
the resolution of the spectrum analyzer. In the woodland experiments, the minimum
detectable signal (MDS) (with +30 dBm transmitted power) was about -70 dBm. As a
result, the maximum depth that could be covered was 50 m.

One possible way of

improving on this is to incorporate RF power amplifier into the experimental setup.

Figure 3.4 Screen shot (Trace) at 5.5 GHz.
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3.3
3.3.1

EXPERIMENTAL SITES
VICTORIA PARK

This is a public park with a total landmass of 279,000 m2 located in the south-east of the
city (Leicester) and backing onto the University of Leicester. The park has a nearly flat
terrain with different sporting facilities and pedestrian pathways through avenues of trees.
It has a series of lines of trees with heights between of 12 m to 15 m and spaced
approximately 9 m apart. The predominant tree species at the park are horse chestnut
(Aesculus Hippocastanum), sycamore maple (Acer Pseudoplatanus), London plane
(Platanus X Hispanica) and silver birch (Betula Pendula). Measurements were conducted
at four locations within the park as indicated by A, B, C and D in Figure 3.5. Location A is
a two-row of lines of trees.

Figure 3.5 Map of Victoria Park site (www.leicester.gov.uk/parks)

Location B is triangular shaped short woodland located at the end of Victoria Park and
very close to the main road. The woodland measures 51 m in length, 25 m in width at the
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entry point with a tapered exit. This site consists of irregularly planted trees with
approximately 0.6 trees per square metre. The tree heights are between 12 m and 14 m
with trunk diameters ranging from 15 cm to 30 cm. A typical leaf size measures 9 cm x 5
cm. Also, this woodland has a high concentration of saplings with heights of up to 1.2 m in
addition to few underbrushes. Location C is adjacent to B and is very close to the pond.
Location D is in the front of B and C and very close to the main road. All the three
locations have similar features (e.g. tree arrangement, average leaf size, tree height etc).
However, locations C and D are shorter (40 m) in depth than B.
3.3.2

BRUNTINGTHORPE PROVING GROUND

This was formerly an airfield jointly operated by Royal Air Force and United States Air
Force, sitting on 670 acres of land in Lutterworth, Leicestershire UK. It is segmented into
different sections comprising test track routes for vehicles, car racing, air fields for aircraft
training on take-off and landing etc. Also, surrounding these test routes are patches of
woodlands. The experimental location at this site is a typical woodland which is
rectangular in form, 60 m deep and about 250 m in length. It consists of regularly planted
mixed vegetation of 20 m height with a variation of about 1.5 m. The trunk diameters vary
between 16 cm to 60 cm and are separated from each other by approximately 3 m. Average
tree density is 0.36 trees per square metre. This value (0.36) was arrived at by randomly
selecting 5 m2 portion in the woodland. Five of these samples were taken and number of
trees in each portion counted. Average value per square metre gave 0.36. The predominant
tree species are oak, pine and ash trees with tree canopies overlapping. The terrain is
relatively flat with saplings and underbrushes all of which disappear during winter to be
replaced with dried, fallen leaves. The flat terrain enables easy accessibility and smooth
movement of the trolley. At high antenna height, difficulties were normally experienced in
positioning the receive antenna which always get tangled within tree branches. This
situation leads to non uniformity in observation points which was initially set at 2 m in
succession.
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3.4

SYSTEM CALIBRATION

In the calibration of measuring equipment, antenna radiation pattern was firstly
investigated. The experimental setup is as shown in Figure 3.6. The two antennas were
adjusted to zero degree in both azimuth and elevation planes. Then, azimuthal scan of
receive antenna was performed sideways at a step of 5°. This experimental setup was also
used to determine the line of axis of the antennas. The line of axis is usually located within
the main lobe of antenna where strongest signal is expected. This line of axis point was
used to establish physical alignment of the two antennas. Consequently, data logging
involving both vegetative and non-vegetative channels were normally taken using the line
of axis as reference point. Result of received signal strength (RSS) plotted against
azimuthal angular scans is presented in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6 Experimental setup for system calibration.
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Figure 3.7 Radiation pattern at 5.0 GHz and antenna alignment determination.

The Figure (3.7) shows the antenna radiation pattern at 5.0 GHz. This is very similar to the
pattern in the manufacturer‟s list (Figure 3.3). The antennas directivity is shown by the
concentration of signal power in major lobe. A point of highest RSS is seen at 0 o azimuth
which indicates the line of axis between the two antennas. This point is always
painstakingly identified before commencement of data logging. Misalignment between the
two antennas can lead to a significant error. For example, a 5° deviation from the main line
of axis could lead to an error of about 4 dBm which may render the results of
experimentation invalid.
3.5

GROUND REFLECTION VERIFICATION

Attempts were made to verify if any component of the radiated wave is reflected off
ground. To this end, an experimental setup of Figure 3.6 was repeated with the observation
points starting at 2 m up to 50 m depth at an incremental step of 2 m. Basically, when radio
waves propagate near ground with an observable LOS, part of the waves may reflect off
the ground. This situation could best be described using two-ray ground model (Figure 3.8)
rather than the free space.
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Figure 3.8 Two-ray ground reflection model

This model (two-ray ground reflection) considers both the direct (ELOS) and the ground
reflected path (Ei and Er). The total field at the receiver is the sum of both direct and
reflected components. These fields are usually associated with some levels of delays and
phase differences. Equation 3.1 shows the received power for two-ray ground model.

Where

is the total received power at the receiver in watt,

and receive antenna in dBi,

are the transmit and receive antenna heights in metres,

is the transmit power in watt and
receive antennas in metres.

is the gain of both transmit

is the separation distance between transmit and

However, Equation 3.1 can not properly model the

propagation scenario since it is based on assumption that d is much larger than ht and hr. At
such asymptotically large distance, the received power usually falls off inversely with the
fourth power of d (Goldsmith, 2005). A more approximate model applicable at small
distances such as the one used in our experimental work (2 m to 50 m) is as given in
Equation 3.2.

Where

is the signal wavelength. All other parameters are as defined in Equation 3.1. The

first component of Equation 3.2 shows the direct path (ELOS) while the second component
represents the ground reflected path (Ei and Er). In order to get a modelled result that is
comparable to our experimental data, a loss factor (L) called system loss factor has been
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considered in the implementation of Equation 3.2. This (L) consists of cable loss,
connector loss, standing wave ratio loss and possibly, other unknown losses. For example,
a 10 m length cable was used in the experimental setup which gave 3.4 dB loss at 5.0 GHz
and 3.0 dB at 3.5 GHz. Also, at each frequency, 0.5 dB and 2.0 dB were recorded as SNR
and connector losses respectively. All these losses were subtracted from the modelled
values in Equation 3.2. Results of measured power compared with the two ray ground
model are presented in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 Measured power at the receiver compared with 2-ray model at (a) 3.5 GHz (b) 5.0 GHz

For the measurement data, the plots (at 3.5 and 5.0 GHz) show a relatively smooth curve
with a steady decay in the received power. There is no noticeable constructive and
destructive interference effect on the curve as would be expected if ground reflection is
present. The antenna height used in this experiment was 3 m with a beamwidth of 16
degrees. From simple geometrical calculation, a ground reflected component is expected to
be seen after a distance of 42 m from the transmitter. This was not conspicuously seen on
the plot. But there is a possibility that a weak reflected wave emanates from the ground at
this point. This, therefore indicates that the radiated waves incident on the vegetation are
plane waves. It must be reiterated here that the values recorded for our experimental data
are the peak values. Although, this has the advantage of stabilising the received signal for
easy recording. But by implication, it means that the recorded values may be a little (up to
2 dBm) lesser that the actual values. For the simulated model, it conspicuously shows
varying received power at the distance considered. This variation is due to constructive and
destructive phase interference of both direct (LOS) wave and the ground reflected wave.
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A disparity between the modelled power and experimental result is seen on the plots. The
reason for this is that Equation 3.2 assumes a perfectly reflecting surface. Whereas, as
revealed in the experimental data, the ground shows a very weak reflecting tendency.
In final conclusion, since all the measurement sites used in this research work have similar
(smooth) terrain, it therefore infers (from measurement data above) that no noticeable
ground reflection field is seen throughout the period of experiments.
In a similar manner, the measuring equipment was further calibrated to determine the free
space R.S.S values for a fixed distance. This was used in the determination of excess loss
for single isolated trees. The transmitter and receiver separation distance was maintained at
15 m while a +20 dBm input power was supplied by the transmitter. The result, which
shows a plot of free space R.S.S versus frequency for a fixed distance is given in Figure
3.10. As depicted on the plot, a low spread value of R.S.S was seen at each frequency
which is an indication of no multipath. This plot was always compared with results of
measurement involving single tree obstruction. Then using extraction process, any excess
value above the free space plot is attributed to the loss due only to presence of isolated
single trees.
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Figure 3.10 Free space R.S.S versus frequency for a fixed distance at 3.5 and 5.4 GHz bands.
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3.6

ISOLATED TREE EXPERIMENTS

Investigations were undertaken on isolated coniferous and deciduous trees of different
species. The tree species are horse chestnut (Aesculus Hippocastanum), silver maple (Acer
Saccharinum), cedar (Cedrus Deodara), dawn redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides),
common whitebeam (Sorbus aria), wild cherry (Prunus Avium), common hazel (Corylus
Avellana) and double white hawthorn (Crataegus oxycantha 'Plena'). Relevant details of
these trees are as presented in Table 3.2. The investigation was carried out at different
times of the year, covering all seasons. Attempts were thereafter made during post
experimental processing to classify tree states using various degrees of canopy foliation.
Two sites were used for this exercise and these are the University of Leicester campus and
Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground. The Bruntingthorpe experiment was conducted on a
control tree which serves the purpose of validating the University site experiments. In all
cases, measurements were normally taken in the presence of trees with the repeat of same
in grassy open field. The difference between the two measurements gives the loss due to
only trees. In order to minimise the effect of fading, 50 measurements were made at
intervals of 10 seconds for every frequency.
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S/N

Tree Names

1

Cedar
(Cedrus
Deodara)
Horse chestnut
(Aesculus
Hippocastanum)
Silver maple (Acer
Saccharinum)
Common whitebeam
(Sorbus aria)
Wild cherry (Prunus
Avium)
Double
white
hawthorn (Crataegus
oxycantha 'Plena')
Common hazel
(Corylus Avellana)
Dawn redwood
(Metasequoia
glyptostroboides)

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

Height
(m)
13

Trunk
Diameter
(cm)
(i)

Canopy
Diameter
(m)
6

6.4

35

5.5

12

40

14

Leaf
shape
Needles

Leaf Size

(ii)

Palmate

30
10cm

6

Lobed

8 X 8cm

65

9

Pinnate

14 X 7cm

4

(i)

3

Pinnate

12 X 7cm

5.8

31

5.4

Pinnate

6 X 3cm

10

30

5.2

Pinnate

10 X 6cm

3.8

Linear

4 X 1cm

(i)

9

X

Table 3.2 Parameter table for the isolated trees
(i)
(ii)

3.6.1

No accessibility since trunks were covered by branches and leaves.
Needle size, too small to measure.

GENERAL LOSS MEASUREMENT

Experimental investigation was carried out on five different isolated tree species; cedar
(Cedrus Deodara), silver maple (Acer Saccharinum), horse chestnut (Aesculus
Hippocastanum), common whitebeam (Sorbus aria) and common hazel (Corylus
Avellana). Four of these trees are located at different locations within the University
campus and the fifth (a common whitebeam, Sorbus aria) is located in the adjoining
Victoria Park. The objective of this investigation is to determine the propagation loss of
each of the trees when a CW (at 3.2-3.9 and 4.9-5.9 GHz) is propagated through them. As
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expected, the trees are of different geometries and their basic dimensions are as listed in
Table 3.2. The link geometry is as shown in Figure 3.11. In the measurement setup, the
separation distance between transmit and receive antenna was maintained at 15 m while
alignment of both transmit and receive antenna was established in each case. Both antenna
heights were maintained at 2.8 m (canopy level) for all the trees except “common
whitebeam” where the antennas were adjusted to 4.5 m height to match up with canopy
level. The antenna orientation adopted throughout the experimentation is vertical
polarisation (unless otherwise stated). The environmental conditions during the
measurement were nearly the same for all the trees. Although, occasional wind was noticed
in some instances, its effect on RSS is about ±3 dBm. There were no spurious reflections
by either pedestrian or cyclists since none of the trees fall within pathways or cyclist lane.
In order to calculate the excess loss, an extraction process was used. That is, measurement
results in grassy open field (e.g. Figure 3.10) were normally subtracted from results of
measurement taken in the presence of vegetation. Results of this experimentation are
presented in Section 4.2

Transmit antenna
dTX

Receive antenna
Vegetation depth

dRX

Figure 3.11 Link configuration for isolated tree measurement

3.6.2

TRUNK AND CANOPY LOSS MEASUREMENT

Experimental investigations were carried out on isolated trees with the aim of verifying
loss dependence on measurement geometry (antenna heights relative to trees). Two
measurement heights (trunk and canopy) were used in these experiments that involve three
different trees, common whitebeam (Figure 3.12), silver maple and common hazel. The
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land terrain around the silver maple and common hazel trees is uneven. But efforts were
made in ensuring that both antennas maintained same altitude while the line of axis (as
presented in Section 3.4) were perfectly established. For all the trees, separation distance
between transmit antenna and tree trunk is 8 m while observation point was located 7 m
away from the tree and directly facing the transmit antenna. The antenna heights were
adjusted accordingly in each case to match up with trunk and canopy levels in order to
realise the desired geometries. Results of this experiment are presented in Section 4.3.

Figure 3.12 Single isolated test tree Common Whitebeam (Sorbus aria)

3.6.3

FOLIAGE DENSITY DEPENDENCE

This section reports experiments conducted on four deciduous trees aimed at quantifying
excess attenuation by degrees of canopy foliation. In realising this, efforts were made to
monitor the process of leaf growth on the trees under investigation. The trees (silver maple,
horse chestnut, double white hawthorn and dawn redwood) are all located within the
University campus. The first experiment was conducted on the silver maple tree (at 3.2-3.9
and 4.9-5.9 GHz) in May when the leaves were just protruding from twigs. A repeat
experiment was carried out on same tree nearly four weeks later (June) when the leaves
had developed. The same procedure was followed for all other trees. In each case, the
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degree of foliation varies; a factor that is dependent on the rate of leaf growth in individual
tree. The measurement geometry adopted is such that the antenna boresight is always
pointing towards the canopy for greater illumination. Figure 3.13 shows two states of
foliation in one of the trees under investigation (dawn redwood) and the corresponding
measurement geometry. In each case, a separation distance of 15 m was maintained
between transmit and receive antenna with a constant power of 20 dBm being generated
from the transmitter. Results of these experiments are presented in Section 4.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13 dawn redwood tree (Metasequoia glyptostroboides) (a) Out-of- Leaf state (b) In-Leaf
state

3.6.4

CONTROL TREE EXPERIMENT

For effective calibration of leaf density on tree canopies, the process of leaf growth was to
be monitored painstakingly. However, due to the timeframe involved for trees to undergo
foliation and defoliation, it becomes practically impossible to monitor. To overcome this
challenge, a new and unique experimental setup was designed for an outdoor environment
which simulates defoliation. This involves a control tree, wild cherry (Prunus Avium). Six
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of these trees were planted together to form a simulated coppice with a canopy depth of
3 m. The coppice has an average height of 4 m with the canopy beginning from 1m above
the ground. This experiment was conducted at the Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground. The
aim is to verify the dependence of vegetation attenuation on canopy leaf density and also to
characterise this, using radiation interception.
At initial stage, the coppice attained a full leaf state with high obscuration through the
canopy. This was gradually defoliated by removing leaves manually from the tree until it
reaches a state of „No-Leaf‟. Four different stages of foliation were identified during this
process (as shown in Figure 3.14) and at each stage, measurements (at 3.2-3.9 and 4.95.9 GHz) were taken accordingly. In addition, perspective photographs of the tree canopies
were taken at every stage of foliation. This was processed further to reveal information
about canopy light interception. Control experiments were conducted in a nearby area with
similar terrain. Results of this experiment are as presented in Section 4.5.

a.

Full leaf

b. First partial foliation

c. Second partial foliation

d. No leaf

Figure 3.14 Simulated coppice (Wild Cherry) at different foliation stages

3.6.5

POLARISATION DEPENDENT LOSS

A repeat of the experiment described in Section 3.6.4 was carried out on the control tree in
full state of foliation but at different antenna orientations. The objective was to determine
the effect of polarisation on excess loss. In realising this, three different polarisation
configurations were used which are „vertical–vertical‟ (V–V), „horizontal– horizontal‟ (HH) and „vertical-horizontal‟ (V–H). Based on assumption of reciprocity principle,
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„horizontal-vertical‟ (H-V) orientation was not conducted. The adjustment in antenna
orientations were manually done by tilting the antennas 90° sideways (i.e. -90° or +90°) to
change from vertical to horizontal and vice-versa. The same geometry was followed and
line of axis (as described in Section 3.4) was established in each case. Results are as
presented in Section 4.6.

3.7

GROUP OF TREES (WOODLAND) EXPERIMENT

This exercise was conducted at Bruntingthorpe and at Victoria Park. The first set of
measurements were carried out at Bruntingthorpe and aimed at investigating change in
attenuation with depth of vegetation. The geometry is best described as „propagation into‟
forest where the transmit antenna is located outside the woodland and the observation point
located within the woodland. The transmit and receive antennas were adjusted to a height
of 2.5 m. Also, the transmit antenna boresight direction was placed perpendicular to the
woodland edge and measurements were taken at three different observation points (10 m,
20 m and 30 m) along same path. Results, which show frequency dependent excess loss are
as presented in Section 5.2.1. Further to this, the depth dependence of propagation loss
was investigated at the same site following same propagation geometry. The transmit
antenna was placed at an inclined angle of 24° to the edge of the woodland. This inclined
angle of 24° was arbitrarily chosen in order to see possible effects of penetration angle on
measured loss. The link geometry is as shown in Figure 3.15. The propagation path is
tagged „path 1‟ which covers up to a depth of 40 m. Measurements (at 3.5 GHz and 5.0
GHz) were taken at different points along this path with both transmit and receive antennas
height fixed at 2.5 m. The separation distance between successive observation points is
irregular due to non uniformity of tree arrangement along the path. These measurements
were conducted in autumn (November 2012) with a repeat experiment along same path in
summer (June 2013) in order to verify likely effects of foliation. Results of this
experimentation are presented in Section 5.2.2.
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Trees
Observation point
Tx1 = propagation along path 1
Tx2 = propagation along path 2
24O
TX1
TX2
Figure 3.15 Link configuration for woodland experiment

Another path (tagged „path 2‟) was chosen at this site which covers up to 50 m and
measurements taken. In addition to depth dependence verification, this is further aimed at
verifying path geometry effects. Here, the transmit antenna was placed perpendicular to the
edge of the woodland (see Figures 3.15 and 3.16a). The same antenna geometry (e.g
antenna orientation and alignment as above) was adopted. At some points during this
experiment, receive antenna height was changed to 7.5 m in order to verify component of
top diffracted signal. However, this could not be sustained for long due to the terrain and
difficulties of moving the antennas across clusters of interlocked tree branches. Also,
antenna height effects were investigated by taking measurements with transmit antenna
adjusted to 5 m. Similarly, this could not be extended above 5 m due to mechanical
stability of the antenna mast under the influence of wind. However, several other path
measurements were taken covering 50 m depth. Results (at 3.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz) for both
autumn (November 2012) and summer (June 2013) are presented in Section 5.2.3. In order
to provide a database for comparison, another set of measurement were conducted along
same path in summer 2013 and covering same depth of 50 m but with both transmit and
receive antennas located inside the woodland (Figure 3.16b). This configuration is best
described as „propagation inside‟ woodland. There is no tree obstruction at the first
observation point for this geometry. Results for both geometries („into‟ and „inside‟) at
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3.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz are presented together in Figure 5.5 and are used to explain the basic
propagation mechanisms in woodland based on measurement geometries.

a

b

Figure 3.16 Measurement setup for (a) propagation ‘into’ woodland (b) propagation inside woodland.

As a follow-up to these measurements, further experiments were conducted in Victoria
Park. The objective was to investigate depth dependence of excess loss and antenna
effects. The antenna geometry used at this site is similar to the one adopted at
Bruntingthorpe but with differences in physical parameters of the woodland (tree density,
heights, trunk size etc). Results of findings are presented and discussed in Section 5.3.

3.8

LINES OF TREES EXPERIMENTS

Measurements were conducted on two lines of trees covering a depth of 50 m. The trees
are of identical species London plane (Platanus X Hispanica) with an average height of
13 m and spaced approximately 9 m apart. Most of the trees have their branches appearing
at 2.3 m above the ground level with overlapping canopy foliage. This experiment was
conducted in the summer period when the trees were in full foliation. The geometrical
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view of measurement scenario is as shown in Figure 3.17. The space between the lines of
trees is 8 m which serves as pathways for pedestrians and cyclists.

Tx2
Tx1
Tx1, Tx2 ------ Transmit antenna at positions 1 and 2
Observation point
Figure 3.17 Line of trees measurement

configuration

At this location, two measurement paths were chosen as indicated by TX1 and TX2. At
every measurement point, antenna alignment was ensured (as presented in Section 3.4).
Both transmit and receive antennas were positioned 2.3 m above ground. The path T X1
describes propagation within a line of trees in which receive antenna was positioned
between successive trees. The separation distance between successive observation points is
not uniform owing to interception by tree trunks which possibly could leave the receive
antenna in a shadow zone. On the other hand, path TX2 represents propagation between two
lines of trees. Here, successive receive antenna positions are uniform. As a way of
providing varieties of data for comparison, a similar experiment was conducted on a
regularly planted line of trees within woodland at Bruntingthorpe. Both transmit and
receive antennas were placed inside the woodland and observation points were positioned
between successive trees. Results, which show plots of excess loss versus depth at 3.5 GHz
and 5.0 GHz are presented and discussed in Section 5.4.
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3.9

PHASE FUNCTION

The angular distribution of scattered power in the forward direction was investigated. This
is sometimes called phase function (Richter et al. 2002). The experimental site is
Bruntingthorpe woodland and the geometry adopted is „propagation into‟ woodland. In
order to realise this, the receive antenna was placed 10 m inside the woodland (tagged path
„A‟). This corresponds to 2-3 trees into the woodland which is in line with the
recommendation of Rogers et al. (2002). Selection of this point is based on the fact that for
an accurate result, the observation point must be within the region where the direct path is
stronger and with enough trees in the neighbourhood to re-radiate the waves. At this point,
receive antenna was scanned 90° sideways along the azimuth in a step of 10°. The transmit
antenna was located 5 m outside the woodland to enable a sufficient amount of
illumination. A repeat experiment was conducted along same path with the observation
point adjusted to 13 m inside the woodland (tagged path „B‟). The link geometry is as
shown in Figure 3.18 while results are presented in Section 5.6.

Azimuthal scan
Tx
Rx
Woodland
Tx = Transmit antenna
Rx = Receive antenna
= Trees
Figure 3.18 Link configuration for phase function measurement (not drawn to scale)
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CHAPTER FOUR
MEASUREMENTS WITH SINGLE TREES
4.1

INTRODUCTION

Presented in this chapter are analysis of measured data and results for isolated trees which
culminated into prediction of propagation loss model more suitable for isolated trees. Full
details of measurement setups and tree species are as discussed in Chapter Three.
4.2

GENERAL LOSS

General loss on isolated trees (common whitebeam, cedar, silver maple, horse chestnut and
common hazel) has been investigated and the measurements are as shown in the plots of
Figure 4.1. Also, summary of the mean attenuation values by individual tree is presented in
Table 4.1. This mean attenuation values are averaged across the two frequency bands.

35

30

Common whitebeam
Cedar
Common hazel
Horse chestnut
Silver maple

Excess loss (dB)

25

20

15

10

5
3000

3500

4000

4500
5000
Frequency (MHz)

5500

Figure 4.1 Excess loss across different trees at 3.2 - 3.9 GHz and 4.9 - 5.9 GHz
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6000

Mean attenuation values (dB)
Vegetation Species

Canopy
thickness (m)

3.2 - 3.9 GHz

4.9 - 5.9 GHz

Common whitebeam

20 ± 2.1

30 ± 2.3

9

Cedar

21± 1.8

29 ± 1.6

6.5

Silver maple

16 ± 1.2

21 ± 1.4

6

Horse chestnut

14 ± 1.8

22 ± 2.0

5.5

Common hazel

13 ± 1.4

22 ± 1.7

5.2

Table 4.1 Measured mean excess loss and their standard deviation values.

Figure 4.1 shows attenuation of transmitted signals by various trees. Variation in the
measured attenuation by an individual tree with frequency is also seen. The key
components under investigation here are frequency and canopy thickness. Common
whitebeam tree gave the highest attenuation values of 20 dB and 30 dB respectively at
3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz bands. In the parameter table (Table 3.2), this tree has the highest
canopy thickness of 9 m. This is the possible reason for recording such a high loss across it
coupled with its leaf size of 14 x 7 cm. With this thickness, signals will have to travel more
in the lossy canopy elements causing absorption and more depolarisation. With a canopy
depth of 6.5 m, the cedar tree measures 21 dB and 29 dB at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz bands
respectively. Also, a large density of foliage is seen in the canopy of this tree (cedar) which
is an additional contributing factor to the excess loss. This coniferous tree has a tightlypacked needle-shaped leaves resulting in a small gap fraction. This (gap fraction) is the
portion of tree canopies that is unobstructed by tree elements e.g leaves, twigs and
branches. Hence, high obscuration and shadowing causing full blockage to the line of sight
(LOS) path. The canopy thickness of remaining trees is nearly the same (5-6 m) and all
gave attenuation values within same range. Due to the measurement geometry adopted in
this experimentation, received power at the observation point is the direct component
which has been strongly attenuated by the canopy elements. So, the main propagation
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mode here is by direct component with less scattering. Another prominent feature on the
plot (Figure 4.1) is that as the frequency transit from 3.5 GHz to 5.4 GHz bands, increase
in excess loss is recorded. This can possibly be explained using the size of signal‟s
wavelength at 5.4 GHz band which is smaller than at 3.5 GHz band and would suffer more
depolarisation and scattering when propagated through tree‟s canopy. Thus, a reason for
recording higher losses at 5.4 GHz band.
Similar observations were reported by Joshi et al. (2008) where an experimental
investigation was carried out on seven tropical trees at millimetre frequency (35 GHz).
Each of the trees presents different attenuation values. Points of maximum and minimum
losses were observed in their results. In all, the ficus tree offered the highest propagation
loss of 28.4 dB which is due to its high canopy thickness and densely distributed branches.
An empirical relationship predicting the insertion loss (for single trees) is given by this
author as

L, f and d are as previously defined in Equation 2.5.
This prediction model is however, considered inappropriate for estimating excess loss in
single trees due to a slower dependence of excess loss on the canopy thickness.
Investigation in our research work reveals that increasing the canopy thickness of a single
tree would result in a corresponding loss increase of the same or higher factor. This is
further dependent on the density of the canopy elements. Also, limit points do exist for
canopy thickness in single trees. For example, applying Equation 4.1 to a depth of 50 m
would give inaccurate result, since a depth of 50 m falls into the category of short
woodland which has a different structural arrangement from single isolated trees. The limit
point for isolated tree canopy thickness has been considered in our work in the formulation
of loss prediction model involving isolated trees.
Kajiwara (2000) measured mean attenuation values of 18 dB and 6.3 dB on foliated plane
trees and gingko trees at centimetre wavelength (29.5 GHz). The plane tree has leaf
dimension of 20 x 23 cm that almost make the tree opaque to radiated wave. Thus, a
possible reason for high propagation loss. The gingko tree has a smaller leaf dimension
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(6 x 4 cm) with high visibility through the canopy. The author went further by adding more
branches to increase canopy thickness. This resulted in higher attenuation as the canopy
thickness increased. This, therefore corroborates the justification made above for recording
high propagation loss on Whitebeam tree due to higher canopy thickness. Similar trends of
depth and frequency dependent loss were reported in Durgin et al. (1998) and Karlsson et
al. (2001). Dalley et al. (1999) measured losses between 16.2 dB and 25.3 dB on an
isolated horse chestnut tree at cm wavelength (3.5 and 26.5 GHz respectively) taking a
90% confidence limit. An additional 2 dB excess loss was measured when the observation
point was shifted from 5 m to 25 m away from the tree. The author did not adduce any
reason for this extra loss.
As seen in our measurement data, propagation loss in isolated trees can be as high as
30 dB. For transmission that follows canopy geometry, this loss is dependent on canopy
thickness and frequency. In addition, density of foliage within the canopy is also found to
be a contributing factor as canopies of same thickness were seen to measure different loss
values. This is comprehensively reported in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3

TRUNK AND CANOPY LOSS

Propagation loss across tree trunks and canopies had been investigated as described in
Chapter Three. The measurements are presented in Figures 4.2 to 4.7 and Tables 4.2 to 4.4.
Frequency (GHz)

3.2 - 3.9

4.9 - 5.9

Trunk mean loss (dB)

8 ± 0.5

11 ± 0.4

Canopy mean loss (dB)

20 ± 2.1

30 ± 2.2

Loss difference (dB)

12

19

Table 4.2 Average measured values across the tree for common whitebeam
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(i)

Whitebeam tree
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Trunk data
Canopy data
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Figure 4.2 Excess loss at trunk and canopy levels at 3.2 – 3.9 GHz and 4.9 - 5.9 GHz
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Figure 4.3 RSS values versus frequency for whitebeam tree at canopy level showing spread values at (a) 3.2-3.9
GHz (b) 4.9-5.9 GHz
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(ii)

Common hazel tree
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Figure 4.4 Excess loss at trunk and canopy levels at 3.2 – 3.9 GHz and 4.9 - 5.9 GHz
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Figure 4.5 RSS values versus frequency for common hazel tree at canopy level showing spread values
at
(a) 3.2-3.9 GHz
(b) 4.9-5.9 GHz
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Frequency (GHz)
Trunk mean loss (dB)

3.2-3.9

4.9-5.9

3 ± 0.2

6 ± 0.4

Canopy mean loss (dB) 13 ± 2.4
Loss difference (dB)

22 ± 2.2

10

16

Table 4.3 Average measured values across the tree for common hazel

Silver maple tree.
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Figure 4.6 Excess loss at trunk and canopy levels at 3.2 – 3.9 GHz and 4.9 - 5.9 GHz
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Frequency (GHz)

3.2-3.9

4.9-5.9

Trunk mean loss (dB)

5 ± 0.2

6 ± 0.5

Canopy mean loss (dB) 16 ± 0.7
Loss difference (dB)

21 ± 1.7

11

15
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RSS mean value (dBm)

RSS mean value (dBm)

Table 4.4 Average measured values across the tree for silver maple
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Figure 4.7 RSS values versus frequency for silver maple tree at canopy level showing spread values at
(a) 3.2-3.9 GHz

(b) 4.9-5.9 GHz

From the plots of Figure 4.2 (whitebeam tree), 11 dB and 30 dB of excess losses were
measured across the tree trunk and canopy levels respectively at 5.4 GHz band. This
translates to a loss difference of 19 dB. At 3.5 GHz band, a loss difference of 12 dB was
measured between trunk and canopy level. This same trend is noticed in all other trees with
wide loss margins between trunk and canopy levels. The difference is due to the
composition of the tree structure along the propagation paths. For the canopy geometry, the
leaves, twigs and branches all combined to form attenuating elements. So upon signal
transmission, the incoming radiated waves are intercepted by these attenuating elements.
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These canopies provide high obscuration to the incoming signal leading to a partial
blockage of direct LOS. The high canopies thickness is another contributing factor to high
penetration loss recorded at the canopy geometry as shown in the previous section. The
trunk diameters range between 40 cm to 65 cm, which is so small, compared with canopy
thickness and as such, the wave would travel more in lossless air medium which is why a
lesser loss is measured across it. On the other hand, the tree trunks contained less of
interacting and attenuating elements. A shadow region was observed at this geometry
particularly at points very close to the trunks. These points were always avoided. In this
experimentation, no ground reflected component is seen as demonstrated in Section 3.5.
The plots (Figures 4.3, 4.5 and 4.7) show the range of variability of the measured data at
each frequency for canopy geometry. These spread values indicate the degrees of
fluctuation in RSS due to multipath. In Tables 4.2 - 4.4, very small spread values were
calculated for all the trees at trunk level. This is a clear indication of less fluctuation in
RSS at trunk level. On the other hand, high spread values were calculated for canopy data.
This reveals the extent of multipath due to scattering which is caused by the leaves, twigs
and branches. At microwave frequencies, the signal wavelength is of the order of the
leaves‟ dimension. As such, more of the impinging waves are expected to scatter in
different directions after leaving the tree. The fluctuation could be more severe in swaying
trees which may result in deep fades (nulls) and at extra loss.
Following the trend of loss differences between canopy and trunk levels, it is therefore an
indication that for better and efficient point to point radio propagation in trees, adopting
trunk geometry is desirable. This will enhance link distance and reduce signal fading due
to multipath propagation. For example, in wireless sensor network in agricultural
environment and forestry, placing the nodes at trunk level will maximize power with less
attenuation (Ndzi et al. 2012).
A good qualitative agreement is seen between our result and observations reported by
Savage et al. (2003) when a measurement was conducted on sycamore trees at two receiver
antenna heights of 2.5 m and 7.5 m. Their results show higher attenuation value recorded
at 7.5 m antenna height than the 2.5 m height. The authors concluded that this is due to
increased branch and leaf density at greater antenna heights. Also, Seville et al. (1995)
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investigated the attenuated fields on sycamore and lime trees at heights of 3 m, 5 m and
7.5 m which correspond to trunk, foliage and tree top levels respectively. Their results
show variation in measured attenuation with tree heights. The trunk level gave the least
attenuation value while the tree top level gave the highest value. Further demonstration of
this is contained in Al-Nuaimi et al. (1994) where the receive antenna height was adjusted
to 1.5 m and 3.5 m with transmit antenna fixed at 3.5 m. The penetration loss measured
was found to be lower at 1.5 m height which corresponds to trunk level. All these results
are in close agreement with our observations which all points to geometry dependence of
vegetation attenuation. However, this loss variation with height is subjective as the theory
did not hold for some trees (e.g trees with cone-shaped canopies). Further investigations
were conducted to verify this and results show that generally, the mid-canopy point
measures highest loss values in all cases.
4.4

FOLIAGE DENSITY DEPENDENCE

Figures 4.8 to 4.11 are plots of excess attenuation versus frequency for isolated trees at two
stages of foliation (out-of-leaf and in-leaf).
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Figure 4.8 Excess loss on silver maple tree at two foliation states at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz
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(ii)

Horse chestnut tree
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Figure 4.9 Excess loss on horse chestnut tree at two foliation states at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz

(iii)

Double white hawthorn tree
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Figure 4.10 Excess loss on hawthorn tree at two foliation states at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz
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(iv)

Dawn redwood tree.
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Figure 4.11 Excess loss on redwood tree at two foliation states for 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz

Winter data (dB)
Summer data (dB)

Loss difference (dB)

Silver maple tree

Horse chestnut tree

Double white
hawthorn tree

Dawn redwood tree

3.5 GHz

5.4 GHz

3.5 GHz

5.4 GHz

3.5 GHz

5.4 GHz

3.5 GHz

5.4 GHz

9 ± 1.1

12 ± 0.9

7 ± 1.1

13 ± 1.3

9 ± 0.7

11 ± 0.9

6 ± 1.4

9 ± 1.7

16 ±1.2

21 ±1.4

14 ± 1.8

22 ± 2.0

17 ± 1.3

20 ± 1.1

12 ± 2.0

16 ± 1.6

7

9

7

9

8

9

6

7

Table 4.5 Mean excess loss values in winter and summer periods on the experimental trees at 3.5 GHz
and 5.4 GHz bands and their standard deviation.

High propagation loss was recorded in summer period (in all the trees) compared with
winter data. This is likely due to the presence of leaves on the trees during summer. At this
state (in-leaf), canopy gap fraction becomes small causing high radiation interception and
possibly, high signal absorption. The absorption here is largely due to moisture level of the
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leaves (Caldeirinha, 2001 and Schubert et al. 2011). This claim is also supported by
Benzair (1995) where tree components (leaves, twigs and branches) are said to contain
considerable amount of water during spring/summer and will have additional effect on
propagating radio waves. But there are no available experimental data sufficient to
quantify this effect.

In in-leaf state, radiated signal is being shadowed due to high

obscuration by the canopy elements. Thus, as the tree defoliates, the gap fraction becomes
larger and for signals at centimetre (cm) wavelength, propagation becomes easier with less
radiation interception and absorption.
Between 6 dB and 9 dB loss difference has been measured on individual trees at these two
different stages of foliation. Except for redwood tree, little traces of leaves were spotted on
the canopies of the remaining trees at initial measurement period. The 9 dB measured on
redwood tree (Figure 4.11 at 5.4 GHz band) at no-leaf state is caused by the tree branches
and twigs only. An additional 7 dB loss was recorded on same tree, three weeks after the
initial measurement (no-leaf) when it has grown leaves. This 7 dB extra loss is therefore
likely due to the presence of the leaves on the tree canopy. Consequently, one can say that
if this tree is monitored over time as it develops more leaves; there is a high tendency that
extra loss would be added as revealed in the experimental data for other trees. The average
loss difference in each band together with the standard deviation in the band recorded in
silver maple, horse chestnut and hawthorn trees (Table 4.5) falls within same range.
Though, the canopy thickness of these trees is nearly the same, this should not be
considered generic as trees of same canopy thickness may give different attenuation
values. Other factors that come into play here is the density of these leaves on the canopy
and portion of the canopy that is illuminated by the antenna beamwidth. Some of the
empirical prediction models in the literature (FITU-R and COST 235) have shown through
their parametric equations that there is an additional excess loss in in-leaf over out-of-leaf
state. This has been attributed to the presence of leaves on the tree canopy and therefore
shows a clear evidence of the significance of foliage in vegetation attenuation.
So, in the design of link budget in vegetation, consideration must be given to this seasonal
effect on vegetation for effective radio communication. In line with this, an average
seasonal loss on vegetation was given in Benzair, (1995) as
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Where f in GHz and

in dB.

The interpretation of the above is that for 1 GHz, about half of the total excess loss (in
foliated tree) is due to the presence of leaves while the remaining loss is caused by
branches and twigs. In the frequency range of the current experiment, our investigation
reveals various degrees of leaves contribution to excess loss which are comparable to
Benzair‟s submission. This has culminated in a further experimental investigation on
controlled tree which is aimed at better quantifying the contribution of leaves to excess
loss and is reported in Section 4.5.
4.5

CONTROL TREE

Figure 4.12 shows the plot of experimental data on a simulated coppice (wild cherry)
aimed at verifying the dependence of vegetation attenuation on canopy leaf density and
also to characterise this, using radiation interception.
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Figure 4.12 Excess loss at different foliation stages for simulated tree at 3.2 – 3.9 GHz and 4.9 5.9 GHz
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Different values of attenuation were measured at different degrees of tree foliation, with
full leaf state having the highest value. The trend shows a decrease in measured attenuation
as the tree sheds its leaves. Between in-leaf and out-of-leaf stages, a loss difference of
15.0 dB and 16.7 dB was recorded at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz bands respectively. This
represents the amount due to the presence of foliage on the tree canopy at both frequencies.
While the remaining loss values are due to the twigs and branches. From this result,
attenuation due to leaves is seen to record high values. Also at full leaf state, the trees were
still fresh and the leaves, branches and trunk will contain high water content. A mention
must be made of large presence of twigs which felled along with the plucked leaves. This
is due to the defoliation technique (manual) adopted in the experiment. The overbearing
effect of this is that twigs partly contributed to excess loss recorded for leaves in the
experiment. In out-of-leaf, presence of a wide gap-opening is noticeable between the
branches which can allow signal penetration with less blockage. Hence, less absorption,
scattering and less attenuation. The high loss margin between in-leaf and out-of-leaf can
however be due to the dimension of gap openings within the canopy. At full leaf, the gap
opening is so small with high obscuration leading to high loss in signal power. But as the
tree defoliates, gap openings begin to widen and visibility increases. In out-of-leaf, the gap
opening between tree branches becomes so wide that waves at centimetre wavelength can
easily propagate with less obscuration. Table 4.6 shows the average loss values (in
decibels) for each tree state and the corresponding standard deviation.
Freq.

st
nd
Full leaf 1 partial 2

(GHz)

(dB)

foliation

partial

(dB)

foliation
(dB)

No

Leaf

state

Atten.
Due

to

leaf (dB)
(dB)

3.5

22.6± 2.8

15.1± 3.4

11.5± 2.3

7.5± 1.0

15.1

5.4

26.1± 1.0

19.8± 3.2

13.3± 3.2

9.4± 1.9

16.7

Table 4.6 measured attenuation per leaf state and their standard deviation.

In order to quantitatively represent the foliage density, a method was developed and
applied to the test object (tree) and measured data. This is called „Leaf Count‟ method and
is presented in Section 4.5.1.
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4.5.1

LEAF COUNT METHOD

This method involves manual defoliation of a tree and the felled leaves were collected,
sampled and weighed in the laboratory. Before the experiment, the average leaf size,
canopy depth and canopy height were measured. At full foliage, measurement was taken
and the received signal strength (RSS) recorded. Thereafter, the canopy was defoliated
gradually and at every defoliation, measurements were repeated until the tree was fully
defoliated. All the felled leaves were collected at every stage of defoliation and weighed
separately. These gave the corresponding leaf masses which were compared with the
measured attenuation. A leaf sample of 100 pieces was taken from the removed foliage and
weighed. The total mass of this sample (0.09 kg) divided by the number of leaves (100)
gave the average mass of each leaf which is found to be 0.9 g. On the assumption of
homogeneity of canopy elements, this value (average mass) was used as a divisor for the
total leaf mass in the canopy to give the corresponding total number of leaves.
Results of measured loss with corresponding leaf mass and estimated number of leaves are
presented in Table 4.7.
Tree state

Total measured Loss
loss (dB)

Full leaf
First

due

leaves (dB)

to Corresponding leaf Associated no
mass (kg)

of leaves

26.1 ± 1.0

16.7

7.3

8066

partial

19.8 ± 3.2

10.4

4.7

5222

partial

13.3 ± 3.2

3.9

3.1

3411

9.4 ± 1.9

0

0

0

foliation
Second
foliation

No leaf

Table 4.7 Measured data (at 5.4 GHz band) with the corresponding plucked leaves.

During the defoliation process, it was discovered that plucked leaves from canopy edges
did not reflect any changes in RSS. This clearly suggests that these portions of the tree
were not illuminated. As a result, further attempts were made to identify all portions that
fall into this category and expunge them out of the measured data. The procedure (using
geometrical approach) is as shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 Geometrical view of simulated tree experiment

A portion of the canopy covered by antenna beamwidth = 2 x 0.98 = 1.97 m.
A circle of diameter 1.97 m represents 43% of the entire canopy area. When this is applied
to the data presented in Table 4.7, the new values for leaf mass and associated number of
leaves with corresponding measured loss is as shown in Table 4.8.
Tree state

Total measured Loss
loss (dB)

Full leaf
First

due

leaves (dB)

to Corresponding leaf Associated no
mass (kg)

of leaves

26.1 ± 1.0

16.7

3.1

3468

partial

19.8 ± 3.2

10.4

2.0

2245

partial

13.3 ± 3.2

3.9

1.3

1467

9.4 ± 1.9

0

0

0

foliation
Second
foliation

No leaf

Table 4.8 Measured data (at 5.4 GHz band) with the corresponding number of plucked leaves.
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A symetrical sigmoidal function (Equation 4.3) has been used to fit the data in Table 4.8
and the plot (excess loss due to leaves versus number of leaves) is as shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Excess loss (at 5.4 GHz band) versus number of leaves.

is the excess loss due to leaves,

is the corresponding number of leaves,

= 20.1,

and
Figure 4.14 above is a plot of excess loss due to leaves against corresponding number of
leaves using 43% canopy illumination. The plot can be interpreted to mean that as the
number of leaves intercepting the radiating wave increases, higher losses are recorded
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As described in chapter three, perspective photographs of the tree canopies were taken at
every stage of foliation. These canopy images were further processed to reveal information
about the obscuration factor (

) which is a function of leaf density and radiation

interception. Values for each foliation state are as presented in Table 4.9.
Tree foliation state

Estimated

1

Full leaf

0.79

2

1st partial foliation

0.60

3

2nd partial foliation

0.40

4

No leaf

0.26

Table 4.9 Estimated obscuration values for simulated coppice

To arrive at the values presented above, a „matlab‟ code was written to process the canopy
images (see Figure 3.14). At first, each digital image was discretised

into different

segments called pixels. Pixel is an acronym for picture-elements. After uploading the
picture, the matlab code automatically converts the image to appear in black and on a
white background. Then, the obscuration factor (

) is expressed as the ratio of the portion

occupied by black spots in the pixels to the total area of the pixels. i.e

This expression shows that as the tree grows more leaves, total black spots increases which
gives a corresponding increase in obscuration factor (

). Also, it tells us how much of

visible blue skies that can be seen through the canopy.
In the determination of

, only the canopy portion of the tree was considered since other

parts were not illuminated. Also, in line with our previous discovery that canopy edges
were not illuminated, efforts were made to „crop off‟ these portions from the image before
applying the technique to get the obscuration factor. One major error factor that we
considered before implementing this is the effect of a glare. A glare can make an image
unsuitable for processing due to too much of sunlight. To avoid this, the camera flash light
was disabled and pictures were taken when we have less concentration of sunlight on the
tree. By this, generation of reflective glare on the image was effectively curtailed. Also,
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this technique of

estimation could best be applied where there are no interfering images

(e.g building, lamppost etc) with the tree canopy. Presence of such interfering images can
give rise to an additional black spots on to the pixels which will affect proper estimate of
. No such interfering image exists around the simulated coppice used in our experiment.
The values presented in Table 4.9 correspond to the amount of obscuration provided by the
tree canopies in each case. In order to test for the relationship between these values and
corresponding excess losses, the correlation coefficient value was computed. Plots
generated from these at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz bands are presented in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15a Excess loss with corresponding obscuration values at 3.5 GHz band.
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Figure 4.15b Excess loss with corresponding obscuration values at 5.4 GHz band.

The plots show a linear relationship with correlation coefficients of 0.99 at both
frequencies. A parametric equation that best describes the above is in the form;

is the loss in decibels,

is the frequency in MHz,

has a constant value of 0.39 and

is the canopy thickness in metres. The obscuration factor

(Equation 4.4) is a function

whose value depends on the state of foliation. At every stage of tree foliation,

will

attain a specific value which is dependent on the amount of obscuration provided by the
tree canopy and gap fraction. A borderline can be drawn between the three states of
foliation using obscuration factor. In doing this, limit points have been set in the range of 0
and 1 (0 ≥

≤ 1). Between 0 and 0.3 is set for out-of-leaf state, 0.3 to 0.6 is set for partial

foliation state while full leaf state takes 0.6 to 1.0.
So depending on the degree of foliation, the right choice of value could be selected within
the range and applied to Equation 4.4 to estimate the excess loss. A visual assessment of
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canopy illumination is suggested in identifying the borderline between full leaf and partial
foliation which will culminate in selection of corresponding obscuration value. Apparently,
a clear distinction exists between „out-of-leaf‟ and „full leaf‟ states. The parametric
Equation of 4.4 is valid only for a case of single trees where penetration depth is small and
propagation mode is by coherent component. At higher penetration depth where scattering
from tree to tree becomes the dominant propagation mode, this model would overestimate
propagation loss. Also, the equation has been modelled using experimental data with
canopy thickness of 3 m and tested with natural trees for up to 7 m. However, its range of
validity may extend to 12 m which is considered a maximum limit for an ideal isolated
single tree canopy.
The new prediction model (Equation 4.4) has been used to fit the measured data in the
natural trees (silver maple, hawthorn, horse chestnut and redwood) reported in Section 4.4.
The assessment has been evaluated using root mean square (r.m.s) error (Equation 4.5) to
show the accuracy of the fit between the model and measured values. In realising this,
specific values for obscuration factor were set as
leaf and

= 0.2 for no leaf,

= 0.5 for partial

= 0.7 for full leaf. Results are as presented in Table 4.10.

Where: Ex = the error which represents difference between measured and predicted
values at the xth measurement point
N = number of measurement points
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No leaf

Maple tree

Hawthorn tree

Redwood tree

Horse chestnut tree

RMS error values
(dB)

RMS error values
(dB)

RMS error values
(dB)

RMS error values
(dB)

3.5GHz 5.4GHz

3.5GHz 5.4GHz

3.5GHz

5.4GHz

3.5GHz

5.4GHz

2.0

1.5

1.6

2.2

2.3

2.2

2.4

2.6

1.8

2.1

1.2

2.3

4.5

4.3

4.1

3.6

6.4

4.9

5.4

6.8

9.2

9.6

2.9

3.4

= 0.2
partial leaf
= 0.5
Full leaf
= 0.7
Table 4.10 RMS performance of the prediction model with the natural trees at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz
bands.

In order to realise the result presented in Table 4.10, measurements made on the natural
trees in May have been used to test for No-leaf state using obscuration factor of 0.2. On the
other hand, measurements made in June were used to test for In-leaf state which is further
categorised into partial and full foliation. In this case (In-leaf), two test values of
obscuration factors (0.5 and 0.7) which represents partial and full leaf respectively, have
been used to reveal whether the trees are in partial or full state of foliation as at the time of
measurement (June). The smaller Erms values obtained for all the trees at

= 0.2 indicates

close agreement between measured data and predicted loss. This is interpreted to mean that
at the time of taking the measurements (May), all the trees are in the „no leaf‟ state.
Increasing the value of

from 0.2 reveals a departure from this agreement. At

= 0.5,

the predicted loss is tested with in-leaf data. All trees „except horse chestnut‟ show good
statistical adherence to the predicted loss. Though the trees are in the „in-leaf‟ state, they
are better categorised to be in partial state of foliation. This is premised on the fact that
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= 0.5 has been used to predict loss at partial state of foliation. Horse chestnut tree
shows lesser Erms in

= 0.7 than in 0.5. It is therefore justifiable to say that as at the time

of taking this measurement, the tree was already in a state of full foliation. So, if monitored
over time, no appreciable loss difference would be recorded upon repeat experiment. For
the other trees, a state of full leaf has not been reached. Similarly, if they are monitored
over time to grow more leaves, a better improvement in rms error fit would be observed
which will reveal full leaf state.
4.6

POLARISATION DEPENDENT LOSS

The dependence of propagation loss on wave polarisation has been investigated and plot
from experimental data is shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16 Excess loss at different antenna polarisations at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9- 5.9 GHz

In all the polarisations considered, cross polar gave the highest excess loss values of
21.0 dB and 28.3 dB at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9-5.9 GHz respectively (Table 4.11). If there is
a mismatch between incoming waves and intercepting antenna, an additional loss would be
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induced due to the polarisation mismatch. The size of this extra loss is a function of cosine
of the angle between the polarisation of the antenna and the signal. In the co-polar
orientation, H-H recorded less attenuation compared with V-V arrangement. Also, H-H
gave the lowest standard deviation as shown in Table 4.11. A depolarisation loss of 3-4 dB
is recorded betweenV-H and V-V at both frequencies. The high loss recorded in V-V
(compared with H-H) is justified with the fact that the tree elements e.g trunk, branches
and twigs are all nearly vertically oriented. Interaction of waves with obstacles of similar
polarisation leads to high signal scattering (Tharek et al. 1992).
H-H (dB)

V-V (dB)

V-H (dB)

3.5 GHz

16.2± 0.8

17.7± 1.4

21.1± 0.7

5.4 GHz

18.1± 0.6

24.3± 1.2

28.3± 2.0

Table 4.11 Average excess loss at each antenna orientation and their standard deviation.

Hence, for point-to-point wireless communication in vegetation, H-H is deemed to be more
favourable due to this advantage. In a related work, Tharek et al. (1992) and Chen et al.
(2001) both reported the observation of higher loss in vertically polarised waves than
horizontally polarised waves. For Tharek, attenuation measurement was conducted in a
tropical vegetation at VHF using both horizontal and vertical orientations and covering a
depth of 1 km. Their result shows a slight increase in excess loss with frequency at both
polarisations. Comparisons between the losses at both polarisations revealed that the
vertical polarisation suffered higher loss than the horizontal. The authors attributed this to
the presence of strong vertical components in the vegetation. In Chen et al. (2001),
experimental results at microwave frequency show that within a depth of 1 km inside
forest, vertically polarised waves recorded between 30 dB to 50 dB extra loss over
horizontally polarised waves. This, according to the authors may be due to depolarisation
factor, i.e the V-V suffers more depolarisation than H-H.

4.7

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

Result from these investigations indicates that the presence of isolated trees along a radio
path can affect signal propagation leading to reduction in signal strength (attenuation). The
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attenuation is found to be dependent on many factors and parameters of the trees e.g,
geometry of measurement (either trunk or canopy path), state of tree‟s foliation, frequency,
canopy thickness etc. Losses up to 30 dB in excess of free space can be measured across
single isolated tree. In the measured data, high loss values were recorded at canopy
geometry which is due to high presence of interacting and attenuating elements at the
canopy. Also, high variation in RSS was noted at the canopy geometry. This is due to
multipath propagation from the canopy elements. A variation of up to 3 dBm is recorded at
times and this may be higher in a high windy period. On the other hand, trunk geometry
has less of variation in RSS with an average spread value of 0.4 dBm. This indicates that
placing a communication node at trunk level will reduce propagation loss in vegetation and
also minimise fading due to multipath. The dependence of excess vegetation loss on
frequency was seen, with high frequency signal recording more losses than low frequency
signal. Also, it was demonstrated that attenuation value is dependent on the density of the
tree components e.g leaves, twigs, branches etc. The canopy elements can cause radiation
interception to propagated radio waves and this was appropriately represented by using
obscuration factor. Between in-leaf and out-of leaf states, a significant amount of
propagation loss difference was observed which is due to leaves. The investigation further
revealed that in full leaf state, a greater portion of the total attenuation is contributed by the
leaves. Apparently, it can be concluded that leaves have significant effects on radio waves
especially at microwave frequencies. Results obtained from the controlled tree experiment
further showed that as trees grow more leaves, their effects (attenuation) on radio waves
becomes more severe. The concept of radiation interception, obscuration and gap fraction
as related to density of leaves on tree canopies has been introduced. This is quite revealing
and useful in understanding the relationship between leaf density and anticipated excess
loss. Consequently, a loss prediction model was proposed (Equation 4.4) for isolated single
trees which incorporates density of foliage into its formulation. This prediction model is
suitable for estimating excess loss for the three states of tree‟s foliation (full leaf, partial
leaf and no leaf). However, its prediction ability is limited to paths passing through the
canopy.
Antenna polarisation effects on measured attenuation were investigated. A cross-polar
orientation (V-H) gave the highest attenuation value compared with co-polar (H-H or
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V-V). Between the co-polar, V-V measured higher loss value and this has been attributed
to the orientation of tree branches, twigs and leaves which is nearly vertical. At both
frequencies considered in this investigation, a depolarisation loss of about 3 – 4 dB was
measured. With this result, it is suggested that for point-to-point wireless communication
in vegetation, H-H orientation is considered more favourable in terms of the anticipated
excess loss and depolarisation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MEASUREMENTS WITH MULTIPLE TREES
5.1

INTRODUCTION

Presented in this chapter is the analysis of experimental data on investigations conducted
over short woodland (group of trees) paths. Also the investigation was extended to cover
lines of trees which equally fall into same category of group of trees. The measurement
details and site descriptions are presented in Chapter Three.
5.2
5.2.1

BRUNTINGTHORPE SITE
Change of Attenuation with Depth

The change of attenuation with depth of vegetation has been investigated and the measured
data are as presented on the plots of Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Excess loss at different depths into the woodland at 3.2-3.9 GHz and 4.9- 5.9 GHz
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10 m

20 m

30 m

3.5 GHz

7.5 ± 1.0

11.3 ± 1.1

13.3 ± 2.1

5.4 GHz

8.8 ± 0.9

13.7 ± 1.8

18.9 ± 2.6

Tables 5.1 mean excess loss values and their standard deviation

From the plots, loss values of 7.5 dB and 8.8 dB were recorded at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz
bands respectively at the initial depth of 10 m. When the penetration distance was doubled
(i.e 20 m), 11.3 dB and 13.7dB were recorded at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz which translate to
an increment by 3.8 dB and 5.0 dB respectively. The attenuation values increased, though
not at a proportionate rate. A further increase in depth by 10 m, led to an increment in loss
which is less in value than the increment at 20 m. Generally, the result here shows a
consistently increase in excess loss with depth of vegetation but not in a uniform pattern.
The first 10 m depth into the vegetation presents a region of high attenuation values. At
this depth, propagation was completely obscured by vegetation screen and LOS is totally
absent. In the structural formation of the woodland used for this experiment, tree branches
at the woodland edge are interlocked with more leaves on them and extends outside,
thereby forming a thick barrier. Intercepting radio waves at this edge barrier will be
shadowed and give rise to a high penetration loss. As the signal gets deep into the
woodland, a region of reduced atenuation is seen which is due to re-radiation of field
components from tree to tree. This conforms to the fact that at certain initial depth into
vegetation, a steeper increase in attenuation is expected which flattens out as the
penetration gets deeper into the vegetation (Johnson et al. 1985 and Seville et al. 1995).
The standard deviation values (in dB) (also in Table 5.1) shows a progression in value
from 10 m to 30 m. A high fluctuation in the RSS at 30 m depth is indicated by the high
standard deviation values recorded at both frequencies. This may be due to change in
multipath in the woodland at that depth which results in a non-coherence wave formation.
Most of the available empirical prediction models in the literature predict this trend. Using
FITU-R prediction model for in-leaf state to further analyse this, the trend and rate of
propagation loss is as shown in Table 5.2.
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Excess loss values (dB)
10 m

20 m

30 m

40 m

50 m

60 m

3.5 GHz

16.8

20.0

22.1

23.6

25.0

26.2

5.4 GHz

19.8

23.5

26.1

28.0

29.6

31.0

Table 5.2 predicted excess loss by FITU-R model

A steady increase in attenuation values is seen with depth of vegetation. But, the
proportion of increase in loss reduces with depth. Steps of 3.7 dB and 2.6 dB loss
increment are seen at 5.4 GHz between 10 m to 30 m. At 3.5 GHz, 3.2 dB and 2.1 dB loss
increment is seen between 10 m to 30 m. At a depth of 60 m, the loss increment reduced to
1.2 dB and 1.4 dB respectively at 3.5 GHz and 5.4 GHz. Following this trend, there is
likelihood that the increment in excess loss flattens out with a nearly zero gradient at a
higher depth.

5.2.2

path 1

Figure 5.2 is a plot of attenuation measurement with depth of woodland. The link geometry
is as shown in Figure 3.15 of Chapter Three where the beam is incident at an oblique angle
of 24° to the edge of the woodland. The chosen path is tagged path 1 and covers a depth
of 40 m.
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Figure 5.2a Excess attenuation versus depth compared with predicted models at 3.5 GHz for path 1
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Figure 5.2b Excess attenuation versus depth compared with predicted models at 5.0 GHz for path 1
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From each of the curves (predicted and measured), a changing gradient is seen. At a depth
of between 0 to 7 m (for 5.0 GHz measurement data), a specific attenuation of 1.4 dB/m is
seen. But at larger depth, the gradient becomes shallower and the specific attenuation
reduces to about 0.5 dB/m. The reason for this as mentioned earlier in 5.2.1 and supported
by Al-Nuaimi et al. (1998) is that, at short vegetation depth, propagation is dominated by
strong attenuation of line of sight (LOS) which forms the coherent component. The barrier
created by the interlocked tree branches at the woodland edge also provided a form of site
shielding. This (barrier) completely blocks the incident waves‟ LOS leading to high loss in
signal power at the initial depth. But as the transmission moves deeper into the vegetation,
isotropic scattering from tree to tree becomes the significant mode of propagation which
results into a less attenuation rate. This different propagation mechanism is expected with
radio waves propagating in woodland since woodland consists of random medium with
many scatterers such as leaves, branches and trunks. The changing gradient was observed
at millimetric frequency (38 GHz) as reported in Seville et al. (1995) and also further
observed at microwave frequencies in Al-Nuaimi et al. (1998) and Wang et al. (2007).
According to Al-Nuaimi et al. (1998), the high specific attenuation at short vegetation
depth is caused by the significant diminuition of the coherent (direct) component of the
propagating wave. As the vegetation depth increases, the received wave changes from one
predominantly influenced by the coherent component to one which consists of mostly
diffused components due to forward scatter caused by leaves and branches.
Among all the prediction models used in this evaluation, MED gave the closest fit with the
measurement data at both frequencies. Overall, the measured data shows less depth
dependence than the prediction models. A statistical assessment of the measured data with
prediction models is carried out by estimating the root mean square error (Erms) as in
Equation 4.5. It is found that MED prediction model gave the lowest error values of
9.3 dB at 3.5 GHz and 9.7 dB at 5.0 GHz. In order to get the best fit for the measurement
data, a symetrical sigmoidal function (Equation 5.1) has been used and the plot is as shown
in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3a Fitted curve with measured data at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.3b Fitted curve with measured data at 5.0 GHz

For 3.5 GHz measurement data, the parameter values are
and

is the depth of vegetation in metres.
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= 24.73,

,

For 5.0 GHz measurement data,

= 31.35,

,

and

From the fitted curves of Figure 5.3 (a and b), there is an increase in excess loss as the
depth of vegetation increases. Though, this is not in a uniform manner. Also, from Figure
5.2, measured attenuation is less than the predicted. This is owing to the measurement
geometry involved in the experimentation. The antenna height (2.5 m) was at trunk level
while the average height of trees is 20 m with branches and foliage appearing at about 4 –
6 m above ground level. This measurement geometry has been adopted due to the
limitation of the equipment. So, propagation is more concentrated at the trunk level where
there is less of absorption, thereby resulting into less attenuation which is just few decibels
above free space loss as observed. Also, the lower value of attenuation is due to the period
of the experimentation (autumn) November 2012 when vegetation has experienced certain
degrees of defoliation thereby leading to less obscuration. However, this is likely to
increase to high values during summer period when the woodland might have grown more
leaves with saplings. As a follow-up to this preliminary speculative conclusion, further
experiment was conducted at the same site in summer (June 2013) using same path
geometry. The result, shown in Figure 5.4 was compared with autumn data and following
observation and conclusion were drawn.
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Figure 5.4a Excess attenuation versus depth in autumn and summer at 3.5 GHz for path 1
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Figure 5.4b Excess attenuation versus depth in autumn and summer at 5.0 GHz for path 1
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An increase in measured attenuation is observed. On average, 6.0 dB and 9.5 dB extra
losses were

recorded in summer compared to autumn over autumn at 3.5 GHz and

5.0 GHz respectively. This is obviously due to the season of experimentation (summer)
when the trees are well foliated. An unusual feature is noted in the summer data where the
attenuation diverges from linear tendency along the path and approaching zero gradient.
This trend is not typical of radio wave behaviour in vegetation. The reason for this is that
during the period of this investigation (summer), the chosen path had suffered natural tree
logging around 15 m to 40 m depth. This has therefore widen up the gaps between the
trees. Thus, radio waves along such paths are made to travel more in a lossless air medium
giving rise to high RSS. It has also been observed from the preliminary experimental data
(not reported here) that a good qualitative agreement is normally seen between MED
prediction model and measured data at trunk level. MED is known to be applicable to
situations where propagation is likely to occur through a grove of trees rather than by
diffraction over the tree top (Meng et al. 2009). By inference, this is similar to the
geometry of current measurement setup where top diffraction is unlikely. This, therefore
explains why the measured data fits well with MED model. Another line of thought is that
for a path with high leaf and branch density, the model is likely to give a poor fit. This was
verified further in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.3

Path 2

This section reports attenuation data measured along a new path „tagged path 2‟ (see
Figure 3.15) and covering a depth of 50 m in both autumn and summer. The beam is
incident at 90° to the edge of woodland in each case. The plots are presented in Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5a Excess attenuation versus depth at 3.5 GHz for path 2
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Figure 5.5b Excess attenuation versus depth at 5.0 GHz for path 2
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Several observations can be made from the plots of Figure 5.5. First, a considerable
variation in attenuation is recorded between autumn and summer data. Overall, an extra
loss of 7.5 dB and 11.7 dB over autumn data were recorded in summer at 3.5 GHz and
5.0 GHz respectively and this is due to same reason as given in Section 5.2.2. The signal
level in each case decays at a considerably faster rate at short vegetation depth. A linear
and higher dependence of attenuation on depth is seen along this path compared with
observed trend along path 1. Measured attenuation is consistently higher along path 2 (by
7 dB to 10 dB) compared with path 1. This is due to high density of tree components along
the path (path 2). The unformity of trees along path 2 is also a contributing factor. A
preliminary conclusion that can be drawn from here is the dependence of propagation loss
on path geometry. To further investigate this, several other paths were selected at this site
and attenuation measurements conducted. The result shows variation of about 4 dB to 6 dB
in measured values. Summary of propagation geometries, mean loss values and the
corresponding standard deviation values are as presented in Table 5.3.
Apparently, propagation loss along different paths within same woodland can give
different values even using same antenna geometry (antenna height, separation and
orientation). This can be attributed to non-homogeinity of the woodland. Attempts were
also made to investigate antenna height effects on the propagation loss by increasing the
height of transmit antenna to 5 m. At each observation point, receive antenna was
maintained at 2.5 m high and measurements were made with both antennas aligned for
boresight pointing in the azimuth plane. A loss increase of about 3 dB (on the average) was
observed. This is considered too low and contrary to expectation. Reason for this low value
is that 5 m antenna elevation still falls at trunk level. Since the mechanical stability of
antenna mast could not be guaranteed at higher heights, experiments at these points were
not conducted. However, for antenna heights very close to tree canopies, significant
increase in attenuation values were seen but this could not be sustained for a long period
due to the reason given above.
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Propagation geometry

Link

Mean attenuation

Standard

distance

values (dB)

deviation
(dB)

(m)
3.5 GHz

5 GHz

3.5 GHz 5 GHz

1

Into woodland, Tx = 24°

40

14

19

1.6

2.9

2

Into woodland, Tx = 45°

50

19

22

2.8

1.7

3

Into woodland, Tx = 90°

50

19

23

5.4

5.0

4

Into woodland, Tx = 90°

50

23

28

4.0

2.7

5

Into woodland, Tx = 90°

50

21

28

2.8

2.2

6

Into woodland, Tx = 90°

50

23

24

2.9

1.7

7

Inside woodland

50

18

19

6.0

4.3

8

Inside woodland

50

18

20

2.7

2.3

9*

Inside woodland

50

21

22

5.6

5.3

Table 5.3 Summary of propagation geometry and mean attenuation values

*

Observation points between lines of trees

Also, the autumn data gave a close fit to MED prediction model with error values of 7.9
and 9.4 dB at 3.5 and 5.0 GHz respectively. However, with the development of more
leaves on the trees, a gross underestimation of propagation loss by MED is observed. At
this stage, FITU-R model gave a good fit. This shows an indication of differences in
operational context upon which each of these models is formulated. COST 235 seems to be
giving highest prediction losses among all the models used in evaluating the experimental
data. This can possibly be explained using the fact that the model (COST 235), has been
developed from measured data at frequency of 9.6 GHz to 57.6 GHz (millimetre wave)
where the signal‟s wavelength is very small compared with wavelength at centimetre
frequency used in this experiment. Another observation that can be made from this
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investigation is that inclination angle of transmit antenna to the woodland plays no
significant role in the determination of excess loss. Most importantly, measurement and
path geometries are the key determinant factors.

5.2.4

Propagation into and inside woodland

Measurement data for two propagation geometries (propagation into and inside woodland)
are presented and discussed here. Figure 5.6 (a and b) shows the plot of excess loss
compared with empirical models.
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Figure 5.6a Excess loss versus depth for propagation (into and inside) woodland at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.6b Excess loss versus depth for propagation (into and inside) woodland at 5.0 GHz

The two plots show initial steeper slope with increase in depth which is more pronounced
in „into‟ geometry. There was no direct tree obstruction at the first observation point for
inside geometry and this is why the initial slope is less steep. A more linear decay in
measured attenuation is recorded at this (inside) geometry. As a result, a difference of
4.7 dB and 7.9 dB is seen between the two geometries at 3.5 and 5.0 GHz respectively.
The general trend shows lesser values for „inside‟ geometry compared with „into‟
geometry but not with appreciable margin. This is likely to be more significant in a highdense forest and at higher frequencies. An inference that can be drawn from this is that for
wireless communication in woodland or forest, localising the two nodes inside the
vegetation would give better performance in terms of overall signal impairment. The
measurement data showed high variation in RSS and this is due to the weather condition
during the period of experiment which could generally be described as too windy. A
variation of up to 6 dBm was observed especially for into geometry. All the measured data
at both geometries gave a good statistical adherence to FITU-R model with low error
values. This is due to the reason already stated earlier and coupled with the fact that our
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working frequency is in microwave band which falls in same bandwidth used in the
formulation of FITU-R model.
A common feature beween the two geometries is the mode of the propagated fields. Using
the measurement geometry information, the likely dominant propagation modes are
absorption, diffraction (around tree trunk) and forward re-radiation (scattering). Top
diffracted component is absent due to the geometry of measurement used where both
transmit and receive antennas were at trunk level. This was verified at some points within
the woodland where receive antenna was elevated to 7.5 m and no component of radiated
fields was received. Although, this could not be tested for all observation points due to the
forest terrain and difficulties in moving the antennas across clusters of interlocked tree
branches. But on a more general note, when antennas are at trunk level there is less
possibility of receiving top diffracted component. In a similar manner, lateral wave is
absent due to the short propagation path considered. Lateral wave is known to start
appearing at high propagation depth in the range of a kilometer (Meng et al. 2009) which
is far above the depth taken in this experiment. Also for lateral wave to occur, there must
be top diffracted fields in which a portion of it would propagate over the canopy top and in
lossless air medium. So, a prominent feature in this result is that high attenuation values
have been recorded along the chosen path with the into geometry measuring about 6 dB
(on the average) above inside geometry.

5.3

VICTORIA PARK SITE

Presented in this section are measurement data for sites B, C and D within Victoria Park
(see Figure 3.5). These are all short-depth woodland with similar terrain. Measurement and
antenna geometries are similar to the one adopted at Bruntingthorpe but with differences in
physical parameters of the trees (i.e tree density, heights, trunk size etc). Figures 5.7 to 5.9
show the plots of measurement data in each case.
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5.3.1

Site B
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Figure 5.7a Excess loss at two antenna heights compared with empirical models at 3.5 GHz for site B
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Figure 5.7b Excess loss at two antenna heights compared with empirical models at 5.0 GHz for site B

5.3.2

Site C
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Figure 5.8a Excess loss versus depth compared with empirical models at 3.5 GHz for site C
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Figure 5.8b Excess loss versus depth compared with empirical models at 5.0 GHz for site C

5.3.3

Site D
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Figure 5.9a Excess loss versus depth compared with empirical models at 3.5 GHz for site D
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Figure 5.9b Excess loss versus depth compared with empirical models at 5.0 GHz for site D

From Figures 5.7 to 5.9, both the prediction models and experimental data show the same
general trend in propagation loss. A prominent feature is the consistent decay of the
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radiated power with depth of trees. This phenomenon can be likened to theory of radiative
transfer of energy where specific intensity (E) of incident plane wave splits into two on
entering a random inhomogeneous medium. These are the reduced intensity (Er) and
diffused intensity (Ed) (Rogers et al. 2002). The Er usually dominates at short vegetation
depth with high rate of signal decay and all fields at this point are coherent. At further
distances into the forest, Er goes into extinction and Ed becomes the dominant propagation
mode. The Ed is associated with incoherent field component which further splits into two
forms, Ed1 and Ed2. Ed1 is the scattered component into the forward lobe which is
characterised by a relatively narrow peak about the incidence direction of the incident
wave. While Ed2 represents the scattering into the isotropic background.
It is apparent in the plots of Figure 5.7 that an additional loss of 10 dB (approximately) is
added when transmit antenna height was elevated to 5 m. At a height of 5 m, the antenna
was at canopy level which results into large blockage of radiated field. When this data is
fitted with empirical models, a good qualitative agreement is seen with COST 235 model
which is an interesting result. With this, one may say that COST 235 model would show
good prediction ability in a high dense woodland or forest. The same parameter (antenna
height effect) was investigated at Bruntingthorpe and result did not show any appreciable
difference in measured loss. A possible explanation for this is the differences in geometry
of the woodlands (i.e physical parameters of the trees). This therefore shows that it is not
sufficient enough to use the antenna height alone in predicting the amount of excess
attenuation likely to be suffered by radio waves in trees. Rather, the height of the antenna
relative to that of tree canopy should be considered. On a general note, in all the three sites
considered at Victoria Park, FITU-R model fits well with all the measured data at 2.5 m
antenna height. High standard deviation values were seen at this site which indicates high
variation in RSS due to non-uniformity of tree arrangement. On average, propagation loss
at this site is about 2 dB higher than the measured loss at Bruntingthorpe. This may be
attributed to the high tree density of 0.6 tree/m2 as against 0.36 tree/m2 at Bruntingthorpe.
Also, Victoria park site is typical of natural woodland with irregular and random
arrangement of trees. High forward scattering of the radiated field is seen and this may be
due to the presence of fully-grown saplings and small trunk diameters of the trees.
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5.4

LINES OF TREES

Experimental investigation was conducted on lines of trees covering a distance of 50 m.
Two measurement sites were used for this experimentation, first, at Victoria Park (tagged
as Line 1) which has two lines of trees with a pedestrian pathway in between. The second
is at Bruntingthorpe (Line 2) which is a woodland with regularly planted line of trees. Plots
of measurement data are as shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10a Excess attenuation for lines of trees at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.10b Excess attenuation for lines of trees at 5.0 GHz

The excess attenuation curves of Figure 5.10 (a and b) show changing gradient and also
exhibit some features similar to the woodland data. With the measurement geometry
adopted, diffraction around tree trunk and scattering are expected to be more significant.
When transmit and receive antenna were placed in between the two lines of trees (at
Victoria park), measured attenuation was low with values of few decibels above free space
loss. A simple inference from this is that there is less interaction between propagating radio
waves and the tree elements. Hence, propagation is dominantly by LOS transmission. For
Line 1 data, the two lines of trees are located between either side of pathway for
pedestrians and cyclists and as such movement of people (especially cyclists) could not be
controlled during the course of the experiment. As a result, reflections from moving cycles
were normally noticed (in some instances) thereby making it a dominant propagation mode
and leading to increase in RSS. A variation in RSS of up to 5 dBm was noticed in some
cases. This was normally observed most especially as cycles approach the transmitter
section. Efforts were made to curtail this by carrying out repeat experiments when such
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incidences occur. Three lamp-posts were equally located along the measurement path
which is also another source of error as strong reflections can emanate from them. Overall,
Line 2 has shown greater attenuation values (at both frequencies) compared with Line 1.
This is likely due to the fact that Line 2 assumes a woodland structure with saplings and
nearby trees all in the vicinity of antenna‟s beamwidth. All these would produce additional
propagation effects on the radio waves leading to higher attenuation. Measurement data
along Line 1 at 3.5 GHz shows higher disparity (about 8 dB approximately) with its
counterpart data in line 2. A possible explanation for this is the fact that the 3.5 GHz has a
higher beamwidth. At 5.0 GHz, a disparity of about 2 dB is noticed between Line 1 and
Line 2 data and this is expected due to differences in operational context and physical
parameters of the trees. However, movement of pedestrian did not give any noticeable
variation in RSS in Line 1 data.
5.5

MODELLING PREDICTION LOSS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Modelling of propagation loss in a group of trees or forest is very challenging and complex
as demonstrated in the experimental data. The complexity in modelling arises from
variations in operational contexts and physical parameters of the vegetation e.g tree type,
tree density, leaf size, foliage density, measurement geometry, terrain feature, antenna
height etc. Also, characterising each of these parameters is very deterministic. However,
the necessity for an all encompassing loss prediction model has arisen for accurate and
efficient planning of wireless communication in vegetation. Transmission loss in a typical
woodland or forest can be decomposed into different components such as

Where

= Total channel loss,

= free space loss,

= vegetation loss and

=

system loss.
System loss is the associated loss due to RF feeder (cable) and antenna which is always
expunged during extraction process. The free space loss has been determined
experimentally in this work.

in this case is the loss due to only vegetation which
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contains passive elements that causes physical obstruction to LOS propagation. After the
extraction process, Equation 5.2 is now reduced to
=
and

(5.3)
are vectors representing measured loss in woodland and in an open

grassy field respectively at observation points

(where

= 1,2,3,4,5,… n).

Based on the preliminary experimental results, it is evident that the signal power decays
with the depth of vegetation. So, a „power law‟ function has been used in the modelling for
channel characterisation as in 5.4

Where

represents the parameter under investigation e.g depth of vegetation (df). a and b

are variables that can be obtained through method of least square fit and must be well
optimised to give the best fit to the experimental data. In order to arrive at a model that will
be of more general use, combined data from different sites and paths with similar
operational contexts have been grouped together and average values taken. All these come
under two categories i.e „propagation into woodland‟ and „propagation inside woodland‟ as
shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Getting a best fit out of this combined data would reduce
site-dependent anomalies and make the resulting prediction model generic.
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Figure 5.11a Excess loss for ‘inside geometry’ fitted with a curve using the combined data at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.11b Excess loss for ‘inside geometry’ fitted with a curve using the combined data at 5.0 GHz
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Figure 5.12a Excess loss for ‘into geometry’ fitted with a curve using the combined data at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.12b Excess loss for ‘into geometry’ fitted with a curve using the combined data at 5.0 GHz

The resulting parametric equations that best describe the fitted curves in Figures 5.11 and
5.12 are
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Inside Geometry

Into Geometry

From the parametric equations of 5.5 to 5.8, a new prediction model has been developed
using the generic empirical prediction format given as

This new equation incorporates both the frequency and depth of vegetation into its
formulation. Values for x, y and z in Equation 5.9 have been obtained for both into and
inside geometries (Table 5.4) and the resulting equations are as in 5.10 and 5.11.
Geometry

x

y

z

Inside

0.28

0.39

0.31

Into

0.56

0.39

0.15

Table 5.4 Parameter values for x, y and z

The frequency in each case is expressed in MHz while depth of penetration is in metres.
Positive values have been obtained for y and z which is an indication of increase in
propagation loss as frequency and separation distance increases. In order to test for validity
of the new models in Equations 5.10 and 5.11, comparisons were made with well known
empirical models (FITU-R, MED and COST 235) and results are as presented in the plots
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of Figure 5.13. The comparative accuracy in each case has been assessed using rms error
function.
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Figure 5.13a New prediction models for into and inside woodland compared with known empirical
models at 3.5 GHz
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Figure 5.13b New prediction models for into and inside woodland compared with known empirical
models at 5.0 GHz

From the plots of Figure 5.13 (a and b), FITU-R gave the best fit to the new formulated
models. The into geometry shows least rms error values of 1.6 dB and 1.8 dB at 3.5 GHz
and 5.0 GHz respectively. The inside geometry also measures 2.6 dB and 3.0 dB rms error
values at 3.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz. Generally, this (FITU-R) model has demonstrated a good
prediction ability with our measurement data. This is due to the fact that its (FITU-R)
formulation is based on measured data from a number of sites with different geometries,
tree types and at a short foliage depth of less than 120 m (Meng et al. 2009). At receiver
heights of 2.5 m to 4.0 m, the model has consistently showed good fit to the measurement
data. On the other hand, COST 235 has grossly overestimated the predicted loss at the
antenna heights used in the experiment. However, a good fit to the measurement data was
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observed (in COST 235) at antenna height of about 5 m and above. This is further
dependent on the relative heights of the trees and also, starting points of the branches. The
MED model has underestimated the losses in most cases, but shows a good fit when
antenna height is at trunk level. All the curves in Figure 5.13 show a changing gradient
which is more prominent in the MED model. Within the first 10 m depth, the into
geometry shows a greater attenuation value of about 5 dB to 7 dB above the predicted loss
by inside geometry. This loss difference gradually reduces to about 2 dB at 50 m depth and
flattens out at higher depths. The high attenuation values predicted at the initial depth for
into geometry is a reflection of LOS blockage at the incident plane. However, within few
metres from transmitter point for „inside‟ geometry, LOS is still present. For into
geometry, the signal power decays faster with the depth of vegetation when compared with
propagated field using inside geometry.
5.6

PHASE FUNCTION

Measurement data for the angular scatter pattern (phase function) of the radiated field
inside forest is presented here. Figure 5.14 is a plot for path A which is 10 m into the
woodland while Figure 5.15 represents path B and at 13 m into the woodland.
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Phase function at 5 GHz
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As seen from the plots, the trees scatters radiated energy strongly in forward direction and
weakly in all other directions. It shows nearly a Gaussian shaped forward lobe which is
stronger than the background. The shape shows similarity with antenna radiation pattern
but with the effects of vegetation. The pattern for 3.5 GHz is relatively symmetrical. A
similar experiment was conducted on single isolated trees but the result did not show any
scattered signals beyond 15° from line of axis. This is in contrast with the recommendation
given by Rogers et al. (2002) wherby a Gaussian shape with isotropic background scatter
pattern is predicted for single tree upon 70 to 90% canopy illumination. The reason for not
getting scattered power is that in single trees, less re-radiation is possible since there are no
nearby objects to absorb and scatter the incoming radiated waves. Observation in this
research work implies a more coherent forward wave being re-radiated from single isolated
trees. However, in woodland more scattering into the background is made possible by the
surrounding trees. At this depth (10 m), the fields‟ power is still strong and concentrated
along the line of axis. A repeat experiment along path B which is 3 m deeper into the
woodland than path A gave similar result with Figure 5.14. In all cases, the background
scatter shows low power compared with the power at the forward lobe. This is because
scanning of the receive antenna along the azimuth tends to deviate it from the line of axis
(main forward lobe). During this experiment, it was noticed that at higher depth into the
woodland (e.g 40 m), no angular distribution of scattered power is seen and the Gaussian
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shaped pattern disappears due to non formation of coherent components. Another possible
reason for this is that at such depth, the main propagation mechanism is by scattering and
the field strength weakens along the line.

5.7

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The results obtained from experimental data (for woodland and line of trees) and their
analysis show an overall increase in propagation loss with depth of vegetation. However,
the trend shows variation from path to path. The main factor is the density of tree
parameters along the chosen path. Depending on the density of tree parameters along the
chosen path, the depth dependence may be extremely slow as seen in the measurement data
of Figure 5.4.

Also on a site to site basis, variations in measured attenuation were

observed. This is largely due to differences in geometries of the sites and trees. Two
propagation geometries („into‟ and „inside‟ woodland) have been considered for the
woodland experiments and a loss difference of about 5 dB to 8 dB was recorded in which
„into‟ woodland measured higher values and this may go higher at high frequency. With
this evidence, for wireless communication inside woodland or forest, localising the two
nodes inside the vegetation will certainly give overall best performance in terms of signal
impairment. The propagation mechanisms in each case are the same at the antenna
geometries used following the trend of signal decay. Different transmit antenna inclination
angles were used and this has not shown any significant contribution to the excess loss.
However, antenna heights with respect to the trees‟ canopy showed significant contribution
to the excess loss. A loss difference of approximately 10 dB was measured when transmit
antenna height was increased to 5 m. In addition, seasonal effect of trees on propagation
loss was observed as measurements in summer recorded higher attenuation values than
winter data. At the frequencies considered in this work, an extra loss of up to 12 dB was
observed in summer over winter data. This information will be useful to network planning
engineer in link budget estimation.
All the measured data have been evaluated using FITU-R, MED and COST 235 models. In
all, the FITU-R model , which is a derivative of ITU-R model is seen to provide better fit
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to the experimental data. This (FITU-R) model is known to be providing good estimation
of excess loss in vegetation especially at microwave band (Stephens, 1998). At receiver
heights of 2.5 m to 4.0 m, the model has consistently showed good fit to the measurement
data. For most of the measurement data, COST 235 repeatedly overestimated the predicted
loss except in situations where antenna heights were adjusted to about 5 m and above (ie at
canopy level). Contrary to COST 235 performance, the MED model has grossly
underestimated the losses in most cases, but shows a good fit when antenna height is at
trunk level. Two new loss prediction models were developed using combined data from all
the measurement sites with similar operational contexts (Equations 5.10 and 5.11). The
models have been formulated using generic empirical loss prediction format. Values for
the coefficients y and z were found to be positive which is an indication of increase in
propagation loss as frequency and separation distance increases. This is in consistence with
the anticipated behaviour of propagating radio waves in vegetation. These new models
have the advantage of weakening any site dependent factors. But they are only suitable for
loss prediction in a short–depth woodland or forest.
Surprisingly, characteristics of radio waves in group of trees are not exactly the same as in
isolated single trees. Observation reveals that attenuation is higher in isolated trees than
that of group of trees e.g woodland. This is so because woodland is largely occupied by
lossless air gaps between individual trees. This submission is similar in context with Pon
Lai et al. (2010) where blockage by single trees is seen to have a greater effect on
propagating radio waves as compared with obstruction by a row of trees. Also, attenuation
values in single trees do not simply add up to give its equivalent in group of trees. That is,
the relationship does not obey law of commutation. Propagation mode in single isolated
tree is by coherent component while group of trees shows a high re-radiation into the
background.
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The quest for accurate prediction of radiowave loss in an outdoor environment is
challenging due to the complex factors affecting propagation. Among such are trees, which
can appear in form of single (bare or foliated) trees, lines of trees, woodland and forest.
This thesis reports experimental investigations conducted on trees aimed at estimating
associated propagation loss.
The introduction part gives a background study of wave propagation in trees. A review of
past and most recent relevant research works in related field has also been discussed. This
led to the identification of necessary areas of improvement (research gap). Most
importantly, it was noted that there is lack of available prediction models for single
isolated trees. As a result, experimental setup was designed for single trees at frequencies
of 3.2 – 3.9 GHz and 4.9 – 5.9 GHz. Seven different species of isolated (natural) trees were
used for this experiment. Several factors that are thought to be influencing excess loss
estimation were investigated, among which are, canopy thickness, operating frequency,
states of foliation and antenna geometry. The results revealed many interesting features,
one of which is that the excess loss associated with individual trees increases as the season
transit from winter to summer. The likely reason envisaged for this is due to the
appearance of more leaves on the trees in summer period. As a follow-up to this line of
thought, a new experiment was undertaken involving a controlled tree. In this new
experiment, the number of leaves on the tree was varied and the corresponding effects on
the excess loss were observed. Losses were characterised in terms of a new concept termed
„obscuration‟ factor.
The second part of this study focuses on the characterisation of radio waves (at same
frequencies) in woodland. The overall objective was to study the behaviour of radio waves
in the groups of trees and estimate the associated loss with depth. Two sites
(Bruntingthorpe and Victoria Park) were used for these investigations. The group of trees
at these sites could best be described as woodland with different tree species. Several path
and propagation geometries were adopted. Three standard empirical models (MED,
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FITU-R and COST 235) were used to evaluate the measured data. On a path to path basis,
variations in excess loss were observed. A common trend in all the results is the
dependence of the excess loss with depth with a changing gradient. Also, on a site to site
basis, variations in measured attenuation were observed. Another observation is the
difference in excess loss between the two main propagation geometries („inside‟ and „into‟
woodland). As a way of characterising this, prediction models for each case were
developed.
6.1

PRINCIPLE FINDINGS

The summaries of major findings in this study are listed below
 Propagation losses as up to 30 dB in excess of free space were measured across
single isolated trees. This is considered substantial (in our opinion) and if
disregarded at the planning stage of wireless network, can lead to an unacceptable
quality of service (QoS).
 Tree species play no significant role in the determination of excess loss. Canopy
thickness, operating frequency and density of tree components were found to be
major contributor to excess loss.
 In the determination of excess loss, antenna geometry with respect to the trees is
also a key factor. For example, results in Section 4.3 show higher loss at canopy
level than that of trunk. This is due to the differences in the propagation
mechanisms involved.
 At the frequency used in this experiment, as the density of leaves on tree canopy
increases, a corresponding increase in excess attenuation across the tree was
observed.
 High multipath propagation leading to fading was seen at the canopy level
compared with measurement at trunk level. This is due to scattering by the canopy
elements. The severity of the fading is increased in a high windy condition.
 Radio wave propagation characteristics in single isolated trees are not exactly the
same as that of group of trees e.g., woodland. Though, arrangement of several
single trees make up woodland, this does not simply apply in terms of associated
propagation losses. That is, it does not obey basic law of commutation.
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 Forward re-radiation (scattering) into the background was seen in the woodland
only at some designated observation points (lower depths). This subsequently goes
into extinction at higher depth due to weakening of signal power. However, this
was not seen in the single tree experiments; a situation that contradicts the
recommendation in Rogers et al. 2002. Possible reason for this was given in chapter
five of the thesis. Further investigations revealed that a more coherent wave is
being re-radiated from single isolated tree.
 Excess loss in group of trees shows depth dependence with varying gradient. Also,
the dependence on propagation path was seen.
 Propagation „into woodland‟ produces higher loss than propagation „inside
woodland‟. A difference in excess loss of about 5 to 8 dB was observed between
the two measurement setups. This therefore, places „inside‟ arrangement at a better
advantage for point-to-point communication in group of trees.
 For polarisation dependent loss estimation, co-polar measurement result shows less
loss than cross polar. Interestingly, H-H polarisation gave the least excess loss
among all the orientations considered.

6.2

CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE

 A new concept has evolved in this research work called obscuration factor which
provides visual information about states of vegetation foliation. Values for each
states of foliation have been provided through experimental results (see Section
4.5) and can be used in conjunction with other variables to predict propagation loss
in trees.
 A new prediction model has been developed (as in Equation 4.4) for the estimation
of propagation loss in single isolated trees. This is as shown below.

This single model can predict for all states of tree foliation and is simple to use.
 A new approach to loss estimation has been presented in this work which
decomposed total excess loss into its individual component parts (e.g. loss due to
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leaves, twigs and branches). Studies in the literature have treated excess loss in
trees using an approach which is based on whole parameter characterisation.
 A separate prediction model has been developed for both propagation „into‟ and
„inside‟ woodland (as in Equations 5.10 and 5.11 and shown below).

This is necessary as experimental results revealed that, a loss difference of between
5 dB to 8 dB (at the operating frequencies) exists between the two measurement
geometries.
 A method of estimating number of leaves on tree canopies was developed in this
study. Results from this experimental method further revealed the associated excess
loss with the corresponding number of leaves.
 This research work has also succeeded in increasing the pool of measurement
database used for estimating vegetation attenuation.
6.3

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK

In addition to findings made in this study, the investigations could still be carried forward
to cover areas that are not yet explored. To this end, the following areas of necessary
improvements are suggested.
 There is need to generate more experimental data with transmit antenna at canopy
level and receive antenna at near ground height. This is applicable to scenario that
represents cellular communication system (point-to-multipoint) which is the most
commonly encountered.
 The measurement technique developed in this study for estimating the number of
leaves on tree canopies could be improved upon with a non-destructive and less
laborious technique.
 Apart from static and dynamic states of trees, situation may arise where wetness of
foliage may be noticed on canopy leaves. This accumulation of water on leaves
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may lead to more reflection or scattering of waves and its effects on propagating
wave needs to be properly investigated.
 The concept of obscuration factor could be investigated further to determine
penetration losses using only gap fraction with the operating frequency.

6.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The investigations carried out in this study have revealed that the presence of trees (either
as a single tree or group of trees) along a radio path can cause signal impairment leading to
excess loss (over free space). This poses a little challenge to radio system planners. In
order to guarantee effective communication in an outdoor environment with good QoS,
effects of trees on radio wave will have to be considered for accurate link budget. This
research work has attempted to quantify and model the excess loss by trees at microwave
frequency. Results obtained from both experiments on single trees and group of trees are
quite revealing. For example, a single tree that is in direct contact with LOS path was
found to cause a significant amount of excess loss up to 30 dB and this can considerably
reduce signal quality and link distance. On the other hand, a group of trees along radio path
was found to attenuate signals well above 30 dB and this is further dependent on varying
factors such as depth of vegetation, antenna geometry, density of tree components along
propagation path etc. .
Removing all trees obstructing LOS path is an impossible solution. But a more pragmatic
technique could be employed to mitigate the effects coupled with proper R-F planning.
Some of these mitigating effects were discussed in this work e.g. using a high-powered
directional antennas, placing the communication nodes at trunk level, adopting „inside‟
measurement setup (for forest), choosing a propagation path with less obscuration etc.
Conclusively, the findings in this study will help in understanding the concept of radio
wave propagation in trees and also, provide an impetus for accurate design of link budget
by radio systems planners. Also, the results and models presented would serve as a useful
tool for planners of wireless communication systems in making accurate prediction of
excess loss both in single trees and group of trees at microwave frequencies.
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